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Abstract 
The phenomenon of washback effect in secondary school has existed in Hong Kong for many 
years since public examination is regarded as an important influence on Hong Kong education 
system. But a systematic research on this phenomenon in Liberal Studies is lacking. Furthermore, 
Liberal Studies is regarded as a response to the community’s expressed needs for a cross-curricular 
learning opportunity for all senior secondary students. Yet, there was not a comprehensive study to 
investigate the effectiveness of the adoption of cross-curricular in school.   In my study, I tried to 
expose washback phenomenon on teacher’s teaching and student’s learning and to examine the 
school approaches on adopting the cross-curricular curriculum in Liberal by conducting some 
survey researches in Hong Kong at the senior secondary level. The purpose of my research is to 
draw the attention of the educators, policy makers, or any one who is concerned about the adoption 
of Liberal Studies. I hope that the authority would have a clearer picture on the impacts of public 
examination on teacher’s teaching and student’s learning and the effectiveness of the adoption of 
cross-curricular in Liberal Studies. 
 
A survey questionnaire and interview were adopted to conduct my research. There were 52 
questions including nine open questions at the questionnaire, and a 50-mintue interview with three 
Liberal Studies teachers and three students, which allowed the teachers and students to give 
comments on the washback effect of teaching and learning, also the interrelationship between the 
learning in Liberal Studies and other subjects. According to my findings, the students and teachers 
admitted that public examination affected their learning and teaching in Liberal Studies. Yet, the 
aims of Liberal Studies could not successfully achieve, cross-curricular approach seems not fully 
adopted in school. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  
In this chapter, the background of the research area is provided, followed by the objective of the 
study, research questions, significance of this study and the overview of the research were all 
included in this chapter. 
1.1 Background of the study 
Hong Kong Education system and curriculum  
Hong Kong, one of the “Asian Tigers”, has a prominent position in several international and 
educational league table, such as Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) and 
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) (Mullis, 2011; OECD, 2010). In 
addition, according to the international study in 2012 carried out by the Economist Intelligence 
Unit for London-based education and publishing company Pearson, named “The Global Index of 
Cognitive Skills and Educational Attainment”, Hong Kong has been named as a sort of 
“superpower” in the field of education along with Finland and South Korea(Economist Intelligence 
Unit, 2012).  Thus it can be seen providing high-quality education to help students achieve the 
successes became the merits of the Hong Kong education system. Furthermore, with the explosive 
growth of knowledge, the advent of information technology and the rapid development of a 
knowledge-based economy are leading to unprecedented worldwide changes, in order to keep the 
reputation of Hong Kong education system and sustain Hong Kong students at the competitive 
edge for economic transformation and many other challenges ahead, Hong Kong had to undergo a 
curriculum reform in September 2009(Chun-Lok & Wing-Yan, 2010; Curriculum Development 
Council, 2009).  
 
Yet, curriculum reform is not new to Hong Kong. The New Senior Secondary (NSS) academic 
structure was implemented, which has transformed the previous 5 years secondary followed by 2 
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years pre-university and 3 years of university into the current “3+3+4” education system, which 
means a total of 6 years in secondary followed by 4 years of university. Aligned with it is the NSS 
curriculum consisting of 4 core subjects (Chinese, English, Mathematics, and Liberal Studies), 
elective subjects (e.g. Physics, History, and Economics), and other learning experiences (moral and 
civic education, community service, aesthetic and physical activities)(Curriculum Development 
Council, 2009). Regarding the assessment, instead of the long established practice of all students 
taking Certificate of Education (CE) Examination after two years of senior secondary education 
(i.e. Form 4 & 5) and the more able students taking the Advanced Level (AL) Examination, which 
was the matriculation examination, after two years (i.e. Form 6 & 7) of further study, students are 
required to take a Diploma in Secondary Education (DSE) examination at the end of 3 years senior 
secondary studies under the NSS curriculum (P. M. Yeung, 2009).  
 
1.2 Purpose of the Study 
As an undergraduate of Liberal Studies programme who experienced to take two public 
examinations, CE Examination and AL Examination, in the past; a student-teacher of a senior 
secondary school, which devoted to arts, media and design education, in this year; and prospective 
Liberal Studies teacher in the future, I gained some insights about Liberal Studies teaching and 
learning under the NSS curriculum in Hong Kong. In view of the widespread phenomenon of the 
examination-driven of the education system in Hong Kong and the distorted values in Liberal 
Studies learning, I aspired to conduct a study on learners’ experience in studying Liberal Studies, 
in order to yield insights on how to provide students with better Liberal Studies learning 
experience.  
 
This research is a case study of the school, and the purposes of this study are: firstly, to identify the 
impact of Liberal Studies public examination on student’s learning in this school; secondly, to 
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examine the impact of the Liberal Studies public examination on teacher’s teaching in this school; 
lastly, to investigate how learning Liberal Studies can help student to learn other subjects or vice 
versa in this school. Before explaining the detailed explanations of the purpose of the study, the 
introduction of the school and the NSS Liberal Studies curriculum in Hong Kong are shown below. 
Background of the school  
The school is a senior secondary school, which offers places for Form 4 to Form 6 students, 
operated under the Government's Direct Subsidy Scheme (DSS). It is devoted to arts, media and 
design education, and committed to the nurturing of talents for the creative industries as well as the 
art and culture field. After finishing the studies at this school, students are expected to be a new 
generation of professionals and researchers for the development of the creative industries and the 
local art scene in Hong Kong. Students either enter tertiary institutes to deepen their studies in the 
humanities, art and culture, design, media arts and other related subjects; or they will join the 
creative industries or take professional training of the industry to become a specialist in the field.  
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New Senior Secondary Liberal Studies Curriculum in Hong Kong  
Aims of Liberal Studies 
Liberal Studies is the core subject under the NSS curriculum and assessed like other subjects in the 
three-year senior secondary curriculum. According to the Liberal Studies Curriculum and 
Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6)(2007), the aims of Liberal Studies are: 
a) to enhance students’ understanding of themselves, their society, their nation, the human 
world and the physical environment; 
b) to enable students to develop multiple perspectives on perennial and contemporary issues in 
different contexts (e.g. cultural, social, economic, political and technological contexts); 
c) to help students become independent thinkers so that they can construct knowledge 
appropriate to changing personal and social circumstances; 
d) to develop in students a range of skills for life-long learning, including critical thinking 
skills, creativity, problem-solving skills, communication skills and information technology 
skills; 
e) to help students appreciate and respect diversity in cultures and views in a pluralistic 
society and handle conflicting values; and 
f) to help students develop positive values and attitude towards life, so that they can become 
informed and responsible citizens of society, the country and the world. 
 
As shown above, Liberal Studies aims to widen students’ knowledge base and enrich their social 
awareness through a wide range of study in different issues. The modules (i.e. Module 1: Personal 
Development and Interpersonal Relationships; Module 2: Hong Kong Today; Module 3: Modern 
China; Module 4: Globalization; Module 5: Public Health & Module 6: Energy Technology and 
the Environment) selected for the curriculum focusing on the issues which are significant to 
students, and designed to enable students to make connections across different field of knowledge 
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and to broaden their horizon. The experiences of learning provided also cultivate students’ capacity 
for life-long learning, so that they can face the challenges of the future with confidence(Curriculum 
Development Council, 2007). 
 
Figure 1.1 Liberal Studies and the Three-year Senior Secondary Curriculum 
* Figure is extract from Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6) 
 
Liberal Studies is also a response to the community’s expressed needs for a cross-curricular 
learning opportunity for all senior secondary students. As stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum 
and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6)(2007) (see Figure 1.1), together with the other core 
subjects and elective subjects, Liberal Studies helps students to connect knowledge and concepts 
across different disciplines, expand students’ perspectives beyond single disciplines and study a 
contemporary events which are not covered only in single disciplines. In short, Liberal Studies is a 
subject that aims at to achieve a balance between breadth and depth in the curriculum. Students are 
encouraged to apply the knowledge and perspectives they have acquired from different subjects, to 
make connections across different disciplines of knowledge 
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Assessment of Liberal Studies 
As stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6)(2007), the 
assessment is the practice of collecting evidence of student learning. In theory, it serves several 
purposes: first, it is regarded as the feedback to students, teachers, schools and parents on the 
effectiveness of teaching and on students’ strengths and weaknesses in learning; Second, it is 
regarded as a monitor standards for schools, government, tertiary institutions, and employers, 
enable them to use those information to facilitate the selection decisions; Last but not least, it is 
regarded as a important tool to promote students’ learning and monitoring students’ progress.  
 
In order to ensure the assessment can motivate, promote and monitor student learning and also help 
teachers to find ways of promoting the effective learning and teaching, in the meantime, it can also 
assess in ways that are fair and not biases against particular groups of students, there are public 
examinations which count 80% of the whole assessment, and School-based Assessment (SBA), 
that is Independent Enquiry Study (IES) which count 20% of the whole assessment. 
 
After the introduction of the school and the NSS Liberal Studies curriculum in Hong Kong, the 
detailed explanations of the purposes of the study are shown below:     
 
Purpose 1: The impact of public examination on student’s learning 
Most previous studies have highlighted Hong Kong education system is well known for being 
highly selective, and much of the selection is conducted within an examination system that 
employs a series of formal, external and norm-referenced assessments based on a uniform 
curriculum for all(Biggs, 1998; Cheng, 1997; Choi, 1999; Pong & Chow, 2002).  
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In a 1992 review of the Hong Kong education system, the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) described Hong Kong schools as having “obsessive concern” 
with testing(OECD, 1982). When exiting from secondary school, a child would have gone through 
a total of eight major selection examinations- from interviews for gaining admission to 
kindergartens to the AL Examination at the end of Secondary 7(Choi, 1999; Pong & Chow, 2002). 
Each of these examination hurdles had an impact on the opening up or closing off of certain 
options for the child at his or her next level of schooling(Pong & Chow, 2002). Thus, it is obvious 
that examinations in Hong Kong became the mechanism of student selection.  
 
Simultaneously, there is little doubts that examinations are stressful for the students due to the 
pervasive philosophy of Chinese culture that academic achievement are superior to other 
qualifications(Choi, 1999). Also, it is the fact that examination results are the main determinants 
for admission to higher education in Hong Kong. Furthermore, a university degree is an important 
gateway to get a better employment; therefore, public examinations are regarded as high-stakes 
and have an important influence on student’s future.(Cheng, 1997; Choi, 1999; Pong & Chow, 
2002).  
 
As mentioned before, Hong Kong had to undergo a curriculum reform in September 2009 and the 
first Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE) Examination, which replaced the 2 
major public examinations, has also been smoothly administered in 2012. Among the four core 
subjects, about 80 percent of students got a pass for English, Chinese and Mathematics while more 
than 90 percent obtained a pass for Liberal Studies(Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment 
Authority, 2012). The first cohort of graduates seemed to attain encouraging results in the HKDSE 
Examination. Yet, while 26,431 of the 73,074 candidates met the minimum standard for subsidized 
university places, just 14,800 were given a local four-year undergraduate university offer, which 
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the offers are often given to candidates based on their scores of public examination(Chong, 2012; 
Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority, 2012).  
 
Hence, examinations may still play an important role in student selection at today’s community. 
This research was then designed to identify the impact of public examination on students’ learning 
in this school. As mentioned before, the school is different from other traditional schools, it is a 
DSS school, which is devoted to arts, media and design education. It creates its owns school-based 
curriculum, that is, named Creative Profession-Oriented Programme (CPOP), simultaneously it 
also follows the NSS curriculum in school, which mean the school adopts two curriculums at the 
same time. Most importantly students studying there are the one who can originally benefited from 
12-year free education, but they dropped out from the main-stream school and pay about $26,000 
school fees a year to this school(Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 2007). This research 
is going to investigate the impact of public examination on student’s learning, how students’ view 
towards the Liberal Studies or other subjects public examination in Hong Kong, and to explore 
whether they will emphasize more on the study of arts, media and design and how they would care 
about the public examination. 
 
Purpose 2: The impact of public examination on teacher’s teaching  
Education is seen as a main vehicle for social mobility and examinations grades is the main source 
of recognition that assigns each person a position in relation to others(Pong & Chow, 2002). 
Therefore, people put heavy emphasis on examination, so it is often said that education in Hong 
Kong is examination-oriented, reflecting the unintended but inevitable phenomenon of backwash, 
which means what is examined becomes what is taught(Choi, 1999). Biggs found that the 
curriculum, teaching methods, and student study methods are focusing on examination(Biggs, 
1998). In the past, such “backwash” has had potent negative effects on both teaching and learning, 
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especially in Hong Kong, because teachers are stressing the transmission, second-guess the 
examinations and give students notes and model answers to rote learn(Biggs, 1998; Morris, 1985).  
 
Full preparation of students for the examination is seen in Hong Kong secondary schools as the 
responsibility of teachers and principal(Cheng, 1997). As said by Li-ying(Cheng, 1997), teachers 
mentioned that it is their responsibility to prepare students well for the examination. If they have 
not done enough to familiarize their students with the examination formats, they would feel guilty. 
Also, It would be natural for teachers to employ activities similar to those activities required in the 
examination(Cheng, 1997). To a certain extent, students sometimes stop their teacher from 
teaching certain topics or materials which are not in the syllabus. And very often, examination 
class students crowed to tutorial schools since they want to better equipping themselves with 
examination strategies(Cheng, 1997). 
 
Do the teachers in this school also face certain tension in teaching, especially teaching students 
who may still emphasize more on examination? Why did the school adopt both curriculums but not 
just using their own school-based curriculum? What is the role of Liberal Studies in this school? 
This research was then designed to investigate the impact of public examination on teachers’ 
teaching Liberal Studies in this school, i.e. how Liberal Studies teachers view the public 
examination in Hong Kong, and the ways that they adopted to teach Liberal Studies; will they 
emphasize more on teaching examination skills?  
Purpose 3: How learning Liberal Studies can help student to learn other subjects or vice 
versa, how learning other subjects can help student learn Liberal Studies 
According to the reform proposals for the education system in Hong Kong(2000), the community 
generally agreed that the overall aims of education for the 21st Century should be: 
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“To enable every person to attain all-round development in the domains of ethics, 
intellect, physique, social skills and aesthetics according to his/her own attributes 
so that he/she is capable of life-long learning, critical and exploratory thinking, 
innovating and adapting to change; filled with self-confidence and a team spirit; 
willing to put forward continuing effort for the prosperity, progress, freedom and 
democracy of their society, and contribute to the future well-being of the nation and 
the world at large.” 
 
The education in Hong Kong should be accorded to enabling our students to enjoy learning, 
enhance their effectiveness in communication, and develop their creativity and sense of 
commitment(Education Commission, 2000). These aims were then followed by the publication of 
the framework for reform, and then specific reform proposals were published for the Hong Kong 
education system(Kennedy, Fok, & Chan, 2006). Finally, the large-scale curriculum reform in 
Hong Kong was started in 2001 and was intended to be fully implemented within 10 years. The 
broad outlines for reform referred to the above aims were ultimately translated into different 
curriculum aims and the curriculum reform agenda was known as the “Learning to Learn” 
reform(Curriculum Development Council, 2001). Some of the principles of these curriculum 
reforms are outlined below:  
1. * A shift from transmission of knowledge to acquisition of skills for learning to learn. 
2. * The identification of generic skills relating to collaboration, communication, creativity, 
critical thinking, information technology, numeracy, problem solving, self-management 
and study skills were emphasized as to nurture lifelong learning. 
* Extraction from ‘Reforming the Curriculum in a Post-colonial Society: The Case of Hong 
Kong’(Kennedy et al., 2006) 
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Obviously Liberal Studies became one of the subjects that align with the aims of education. As stated at 
the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6)(2007), Liberal Studies is a 
subject that widen students’ knowledge base and enrich their social awareness, positive values and 
attitude towards life, so that they can become informed and responsible citizens of society, the 
country and the world through a wide range of study in different issues. The experiences of 
learning provided also cultivate students’ capacity for life-long learning, and helps students to 
connect knowledge and concepts across different disciplines. Most importantly, students are 
encouraged to take responsibility for their learning and apply the knowledge and perspectives they 
have acquired from different subjects, to make connections across different disciplines of 
knowledge. So, this research was then designed to investigate to what extent do the students 
achieve the aims of Liberal Studies, and do learning Liberal Studies can help the student to learn 
other subjects or vice versa, learning from other subjects can help the students to learn Liberal 
Studies. Meanwhile, this research also examines the role of Liberal Studies teachers to maximize 
students’ learning in Liberal Studies and other subjects.  
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1.3 Research Questions 
1. What impacts do public examinations bring to the students and teachers? 
2. What are the opinions of Liberal Studies teachers and students towards the 
implemented Liberal Studies curriculum in school? 
a) What are the teachers & students’ perception towards the aims of Liberal 
Studies and how those aims can be achieved in students’ actual learning in 
Liberal Studies  
b) What impacts does the Liberal Studies public examination bring to the students? 
c) What is the school strategy in implementing the Liberal Studies curriculum? In 
what ways can the implemented curriculum cope with the demand of public 
examination as well as the special educational goals of the school?  
d) What is the role of Liberal Studies in the overall curriculum of the school, given 
that the school has a special mission to devote to arts, media and design 
education, and is committed to the nurturing of talents for the creative industries 
as well as the art and culture field.  
3. Does learning Liberal Studies help student to learn other subjects or vice versa? 
 
1.4 Significance of the Study  
Teacher’s pressure of teaching Liberal Studies 
A recent survey(Lo, 2012) conducted on more than 700 Hong Kong Liberal Studies teachers to 
reaffirm that liberal studies teachers were facing work-related stress. Nearly half of Liberal Studies 
teachers in a survey believed that they were not capable of teaching the subject. The average stress 
rating scored by 769 teachers of Liberal Studies was 7.9, a slight increase from the 7.7 in a similar 
survey conducted last year by. The survey defines 10 as the maximum level of stress.  The survey 
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also found teachers spent 7.4 hours a week on average to prepare materials for Liberal Studies 
lessons. About 90 per cent said it was longer than the time they spent on other subjects. 
 
These findings were consistent with the result from the survey conducted by Institute of Education. 
They brought further evidence that nearly half of the 791 Liberal Studies teachers believed that 
they were not capable of teaching the subject. The above all implied a need to explore the stress 
encountered by the Liberal Studies teachers, to investigate the reasons behind their stress is related 
to public examination. 
 
Student’s pressure of learning Liberal Studies 
The fear of the examination - the first ever under the new secondary school system - is borne out in 
a Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups survey(Lee, 2012). According to the survey, there were 
2,500 student respondents, 80 percent put their stress levels as being between seven and 10, with 
10 as the highest. Of these, 20 percent said they are feeling maximum stress. The factors coming 
into play include worrying about not having enough time to study, failing to get results that are 
good enough for them to pursue further studies, and worries about the new core subject - Liberal 
Studies. Thus, it is significant to conduct a research on investigating the impacts of washback 
effect on student’s learning. 
The importance of understanding the effectiveness of the adoption of Liberal Studies in Hong 
Kong  
From the above survey and reports, in general, announced that teachers and students are under 
pressures in learning and teaching Liberal Studies in Hong Kong. Unfortunately, there were little 
reports on the investigation of the effectiveness of the adoption of cross-curricular in Liberal 
Studies in school, and to examine how the Liberal Studies public examination affect teachers’ 
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teaching and students’ learning, thus it urged us to conduct a research on studying the above 
situation about the adoption of Liberal Studies in secondary school. 
 
1.5 Overview of the Study 
This research is a case study of the school and the purpose of this study is to identify the impact of 
public examination on students’ learning and teachers’ teaching, and to investigate how learning 
Liberal Studies can help student learn other subjects or vice versa. Chapter 1 provided the 
background of the study by stating limitations of the relevant past research, purpose of the study, 
research questions as well as the significance of the study. A review of some related literature was 
provided in Chapter 2. The review was presented in two major sections that address the problems 
encountered among students, the function of schooling and examination, the definitions of 
washback effect of assessment, the aim of education, the procedures for curriculum making and 
cross-curricular approach. Chapter 3 introduced the information regarding the methodology of the 
study and the procedures for obtaining the research data. Chapter 4 presented and interprets the 
data collected. Chapter 5 and 6 serves as the concluding chapter that aims to summarize the major 
findings based on the data analysis, conclusions and recommendations for others and for further 
research.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review  
In this Chapter, it will contextualize the current study within the framework of a literature review 
about the problems encountered among students, the function of schooling and examination, and 
washback effect of assessment. Before starting the research, it is very important to investigate the 
reasons why students are affected by the public examination, and how the public examination 
affects their learning and teachers’ teaching. On the other hand, some literature review about the 
aim of education, the procedures for curriculum making and cross-curricular approach to explain 
how the school designs the curriculum and how the cross-curricular approach benefit to student’s 
learning. 
2.1 Types of stress in adolescence 
In the past decade, a number of researchers have considered some common stressors among 
adolescents. Those research studies have been conducted to assess the focal problems that 
adolescents encountered which bring them much stress. They are summarized in 2.1.  
Study Problems Identified 
Stark et al. (1989) School, parents, friends, & boyfriend / girlfriend issues 
Spirito, Stark, Grace & Stamoulis (1991) Parent /child conflict, siblings, school & friends 
Puskar & Lamb (1991) No interest in some subjects, dislike of studying, & worrying about grades 
Violato & Kwok (1995) Grades, friends, future school, family & career 
Table 2. 1 
(Adopted from Ng, 2004, p. 34) 
 
From the above studies illustrated that there are two problems frequently reported during early to 
middle adolescence. They are interpersonal issues and school-related problems. Regarding the 
interpersonal issues, students are concerned with their relationships among parents, siblings and 
peers. And to the specific problems in school are more about examinations and grades. In western 
studies, worry about school-work and examination has been also recorded(Tabberer, 1984). Cited 
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in Ng (2004), local studies have also indicated that Hong Kong adolescents regarded grades or 
examination as their great concern or the most stressful event in school(Chan, 1995; Violato, 1995; 
Wu, 1993). “Success in many schools is associated with the accumulation of ‘correct’ answers and 
‘high’ test scores in academic subject areas(Ng, 2004, p. 32).” Students with the best scores are 
always selected for enhancement or given other specially opportunities to accelerate their academic 
path. Therefore, the climates of many schools pervades competition among “the best” students. It 
is no wonder that school, as social-organizational structure, imposes much stress on 
adolescents(Ng, 2004). However, if the stress in the school becomes unrelieved, it may probably 
harmful to most students. 
 
2.2 Selection VS Education for all 
Selection  
As noted by Biggs(1998), the selection function of schools is paramount in the early stages of the 
development of an education system. In the country, educated people is needed for the governance 
and administration, yet most of the jobs do not require high levels of literacy or of numeracy of 
people to be carried out effectively(Biggs, 1998). These jobs are traditional, and can be learnt in 
traditional ways, and then those practical skills for the jobs can be acquired in at nine-year of 
compulsory schooling. In such circumstances, schooling beyond the basics is justifiably rationed to 
those who can benefit most from it. The essential job of the school system then needs to perform a 
selection procedure, to weed out those not capable of further academic study from those who 
are(Biggs, 1998). As mentioned by Biggs(1998), the solution is simple. First to teach the same 
curriculum to all, regardless of ability; then, test to see who are the learners of highest ability; last, 
to select the most able for further education. The basic design for the Hong Kong education system 
is actually also following to the above structure. When students enter primary school, and 
regardless of their ability, all of them are taught the same curriculum, and trained in the rigours of 
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test. At the middle of Primary 5 until the end of Primary 6, all the efforts of teaching and learning 
are focused on the Secondary School Placement Allocation, which used to determine the school 
that a child allocated to. The picture essentially repeats itself in secondary school. He noted that: 
“The selective nature of the system is quite clear. The curriculum is academic, and 
tests and examinations in schools are about sorting out those students who have the 
ability (academic and linguistic) to cope with the next stage of schooling.(Biggs, 
1998, p. 2)” 
 
In short, Biggs concluded that “at all stages, the curriculum, teaching methods and student study 
methods are focused on the next major assessment hurdles(Biggs, 1996)” to describe the emphasis 
on testing for selection is Hong Kong’s situation. 
 
Education for all 
Besides the function of selection, there is another function of schooling- education for all. Biggs 
believed that as societies become wealthier, they could afford much expenditure on education so 
that the education benefits to all students, and not just the top elite(Biggs, 1998). Also, due to the 
globalization of industry, first world countries relocate semi-skilled labour to the third world 
because those countries are the cheapest in production; yet the first world countries retain the need 
for skilled work locally, such as requiring middle class skills (i.e. managerial) with complicated 
electronic support(Biggs, 1998). Due to the above changing societal economy, society cannot just 
rely on a narrow academically oriented education for few, thus it is better to provide education for 
all children, and in due course the society can employ a wider range of talent(Biggs, 1998).  
 
Besides the factor of the globalization, western educational aims are also the factor attribute to the 
need of education for all children. As mentioned by Biggs(Biggs, 1998), 
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“In the West, the broadening of educational aims for the benefit of more than the 
top academic elite coincided with a philosophical change towards individual 
humanism, according to which it is seen as each individual’s right to be given 
support and encouragement in realizing his or her potential. Instead of seeing the 
school’s role as selecting, then molding, individuals to suit society’s needs, the 
school became the instrument by means of which the abilities and potentials of 
individual children were to be developed.” 
 
Certainly, this philosophy adds force to the notion of comprehensive education and it is 
compatible with the needs of a post-industrial society(Biggs, 1998). In order to live effectively in 
society, there should be some adjustment towards the expectation and treatment in education 
according to individual difference amongst students, which also is able to provide dynamic for a 
non-selective educational system. 
 
Like the case of Hong Kong, it can be regarded as a fully developed post-industrial society, and 
like any other post-industrial societies need a multi-skilled workforce to make it works. As Biggs 
believed that “the selective system in a modern society is simply too wasteful, both in defining 
“talent” too narrowly, and in discarding other talents that are potentially useful.” He suggested that 
the task of schools in Hong Kong should be able to develop the potential of every individual child, 
so that they can become independent-minded and socially-award adult with knowledge, skills and 
attitudes which help them to lead a full life as individual(Education & Manpower Branch, 1993). 
 
2.3 Function of Examination  
Above I mentioned the function of the school, then how about the function of examination? What 
is examination for? As cited in Tseng (1998), Eckstein & Noah indicated that an effective 
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education system should have winners and losers, and the examinations exist to allocate the prize. 
Some stress that examination has a number of different uses in terms of educational, administrative 
or political purposes. Politically, examination can be used as a mechanism for changing and 
controlling the curriculum(Kelly, 1999). “Examination systems define a nation’s expectations of 
students and its standards for educational success.(Tseng, 1998, p. 19)” Different countries have 
their own requirements upon student. Some countries, such as France, demands many subjects and 
long examination papers, however, others are less oppressive, like the United States(Tseng, 1998). 
The role of examinations is regarded as an important mean of maintaining or raising national 
achievement level. In those countries which demand for more and revised examinations, and more 
attention paid by employers to the certificate or diplomas, students, parents, and the teachers also 
paid attention on the importance of study, effort, and credentials(Ng, 2004).  
 
Administratively, examination can be used to select students for different types and levels of 
schooling, the “gate-keeping function”(Eckstein, 1993), during the procedures for school selection. 
Examination can be also used to grade students, often through the award of qualifications, which 
also same with the public examinations in schools and university(Kelly, 1999). Success in the 
examinations is universally considered as a validation of and reward for effort and ability, as a 
door opened to further job opportunities, and as a predictor of future success(Dore, 1976).  In the 
eyes of employers and post secondary admission officers, examinations are likely to regard as 
selection instruments(Dore, 1976; Eckstein, 1993), and noted by Dore(1976), examinations are the 
most convenient and cost-saving means for the school teachers, the employers to get to know the 
achievement of their students or employees. 
In term of educational level, As noted by Kelly(1999),  
“Examination can be used as a means of quality control, to maintain and/or raise 
standards, as a source of data for curriculum evaluation to improve the quality of 
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provision, as a form of extrinsic motivation, and as a device for diagnosing the 
educational needs of individual students in order to plan the most effective 
curricular diet for them.” 
 
Examinations in China have a very long history. In 165 BC the Chinese had already established a 
system for selecting government officials that was based on recommendations and 
examinations(Pong & Chow, 2002). It was nearly impossible to gain high positions in the 
government and politics without passing the examinations.  Hence, the success of examination was 
the all-important measurement. Now, admission still depends heavily on success in the 
examinations at the end of the senior secondary school, since examinations regard as strictly 
equitable selection mechanism to select the best and the brightest of students for university 
education(Kelly, 1999). 
 
2.4 Washback effect of assessment 
The definition of Washback 
According to Bachman and Palmer(1996), the impact of test (or examination) works at micro and 
macro levels. Regarding micro level impacts, they refer to the stakeholders-teachers and students- 
who are directly affected by the testing procedure and the results. By macro level impacts, they 
refer to the effects of test on educational contexts and society, which is in a broader sense. For the 
impact itself, washback can be simply defined as the directed and indirect effects of examinations 
on teaching and learning. 
Washback(Alderson & D.Wall, 1993),along with other similar terms such as backwash(Hughes, 
1989), test impact(Bachman & Palmer, 1996), measurement-driven instruction(Popham, 1987), 
and curriculum alignment(Shepard, 1990), are commonly placed in the educational and applied 
linguistic literature, and they are all referring to different aspects of the same phenomenon- the 
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influence of tests (examination) on teaching and learning(Alderson & D.Wall, 1993). As 
Pearson(1988) said “It is generally accepted that public examinations influence the attitudes, 
behaviour, and motivation of teachers, learners and parents, and because examinations often come 
at the end of a course, this influence is seen working in a backward direction, hence the term 
“washback”” (Biggs, 1998) uses the term ‘backwash’ to refer to the fact that testing controls not 
only the curriculum, but also teaching methods and students’ learning strategies.  
 
Qi (2005) claims, “High stakes tests produce washback, in the sense that they can have strong 
effects on teaching and learning(Karabulut, 2007, p. 5).” The results of the high-stakes tests are 
seen-correctly or incorrectly- by administrators, teachers, parents, student or general public as the 
basis upon which important decisions are made that immediately and directly affect the 
students(Karabulut, 2007). The high-stakes tests have serious consequences or trigger actions, such 
as merit evaluation, contribute to selection, retention and promotion, and those high-stakes test are 
usually public examinations or a large-scale standardized tests(Karabulut, 2007; Madaus, 1988; 
Smith & Rottenberg, 1991).  Shohamy indicated that tests (or examinations) are very powerful 
instruments which able to determine the future of individuals(E Shohamy, 2000).  
 
Alderson and er (1993) emphasize that the washback is demonstrated in behavioral and attitudinal 
changes in teachers and learners that are combined with the introduction of test (or examinations) 
bearing important educational consequences. They came up with 15 hypotheses about washback, 
illustrating how the washback affect the teaching and learning. They are: 
1. A test will influence teaching 
2. A test will influence learning 
Regarding the teaching methodology and learner’s learning style, 
3. A test will influence how teachers teach 
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4. A test will influence what teachers teach 
5. A test will influence what learners learn 
6. A test will influence how learners learn 
7. A test will influence the rate and sequence of learning 
8. A test will influence the rate and sequence of teaching 
9. A test will influence the degree and depth of learning 
10. A test will influence the degree and depth of teaching 
If washback relates to attitudes as well as to behaviours, then,  
11. A test will influence attitudes to the content, method. etc. of learning /teaching 
Since the above have not given any consideration about the nature of test, or the uses to 
which scores will be put, therefore it also has hypothesise that: 
12. Tests that have important consequences will have washback 
13. Tests that do not have important consequences will have no washback 
14. Test will have washback on all learners and teachers 
15. Test will have washback effects for some learners and some teachers, but not for others. 
 
The above hypotheses are also the assumptions behind this study, and it aims to find out whether 
the public examination impacts the student’s learning and teacher’s teaching. 
 
The beneficial impacts of washback  
Several studies have pointed out that public examinations reinforce some behaviour or attitude 
rather than bringing about out unlikely behaviour. As pointed out by Alderson & Wall (1993), 
“Teachers and learners will be motivated to fulfill their teaching and learning goals(Pan, 2009, p. 
3).” Washback is a positive impact and it influence teaching and learning in a constructive way. 
Students may already work hard, and the test may motivate them to work harder. Good tests can 
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also be utilized and designed as beneficial teaching-learning activities in order to encourage a 
positive teaching-learning process(Pearson, 1988). Popham(1987) argues that if the test (or 
examination) is a high-stakes one, teachers pay attention to the content of test (or examination) 
items, then they will be motivated to teach what is tested.  
 
The harmful impacts of washback  
Noble and Smith(1994), Smith(1991) and Vernon(1956), cited in Karabulut(2007), talk about the 
negative impacts of teaching to the test that teachers have a tendency to ignore subjects and 
activities that are not examined and do not directly contribute to passing the examination, and 
prefer to drill on worksheets which are likely to boost the scores of the students in the examination, 
yet unlikely to promote the general understanding of them. The test will also lead to the narrowing 
on the content of the curriculum. Students have learnt is the test language, instead of total phases of 
understanding(E. Shohamy, 1992). Shohamy(1996) claimed, cited in Pan(2009), that teacher are 
high anxiety, fear and pressure to cover the materials since they felt that their job performance was 
assessed by students’ test scores. 
 
2.5 Aim of education and Procedures for Curriculum Making 
At the previous part, it mentioned the function of schooling and the harmful impacts on the 
curriculum of washback effect. But back to the basic questions, what is the aim of education? What 
is curriculum?  
 
Aim of Education 
Regarding the aim of education, there are three ideas of the philosophers whose ideas about 
education have had a profound effect on educational thought and practice in Western civilization. 
As mentioned by Walker & Soltis, (2004) In the fourth century B.C., the Greek philosopher Plato 
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wrote the Republic, a major work on government and education aimed at producing the just state. 
Plato argued individuals are, to a certain extent, like society. “Individuals thrive when their 
different parts function in a balanced and harmonious way(Walker & Soltis, 2004, p. 14).” The 
ancient Greeks believed that the bodies of human beings were driven by a three part soul, that are 
appetitive part, a spirited part and rational part(Walker & Soltis, 2004). Plato understood that 
“individuals were born with different temperaments, capacities, and intellectual 
endowments(Walker & Soltis, 2004, p. 14).” Therefore, he preferred to create an educational 
system that would recognize the individual differences, train the dominant part of a person’s 
psyche, and thus fulfill the needs of a just society for a balance order. Thus, Plato aimed at “an 
ideal, well ordered, and well-balance society through the education of its members to fill the roles 
needed for such a society to function smoothly(Walker & Soltis, 2004, p. 15).” 
 
Walker & Soltis(Walker & Soltis, 2004) noted that, in the eighteenth century, Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau (1712-1788), a French political philosopher, wrote Emile, a treatise on education for 
freedom. He observed that the state, society and parents have uncontrolled influence on the 
development and education of individuals, and making them conform to their views of what a 
socialized and educated person should be like and robbing individuals of their true identity(Walker 
& Soltis, 2004). Therefore, he inferred that “the only chance the individuals have to follow their 
own natures and freely develop as authentic individual human beings would come if they were 
freed from the influence of society in their development(Walker & Soltis, 2004, p. 15).” The basic 
tenet of his view is that child should develop freely and naturally. Thus, Rousseau’s vision was of 
the unique worth of the individual and the need for freedom in education to achieve individuality 
and personhood(Walker & Soltis, 2004). 
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John Dewey(1859-1952), who was a America’s philosopher in the twentieth century, wrote 
Democracy and Education, in which he described a form of education that serves as the prime 
fashioner of individual growth and a progressive democratic society(Walker & Soltis, 2004). He 
believed that the schools could serve both aims, providing for individual freedom at the expense of 
social balance and harmony and submerging individual development in social needs(Walker & 
Soltis, 2004). He argued, democracy was not just a form of government, it was also “a way of 
people’s living and working together that provided for freedom interaction among groups and for 
the widest possible sharing of experiences, interests, and values. This, in turn, provided each 
person with supportive and nurturing social environment in which to group and develop as an 
individual(Walker & Soltis, 2004).” The ideal school for Dewey was the school was able and 
encouraged students to cooperate and work together and learn from each other as well as their 
teaching(Walker & Soltis, 2004). While they are learning their lessons, they were also learning to 
be members of a community. Most importantly, Dewey’s ideal view of education was the idea of 
learning from experience. He truly believed that freely development individuals had to learn from 
experience(Walker & Soltis, 2004).  
 
Procedures for Curriculum Making 
The Tyler Rationale 
Tyler rationale is the set of ideas about how to make a curriculum. In 1949, Ralph Tyler published 
the syllabus for his course Education360 -Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction, which 
gave to University of Chicago(Finder, 2004; Kliebard, 1995; Tyler, 1949; Walker & Soltis, 2004). 
He claimed that the rationale was not a manual for curriculum construction because it did not 
describe and outline the details of steps(Kliebard, 1995; Tyler, 1949; Walker & Soltis, 2004). The 
school or college could not seek to build a curriculum from the rationale. It was just a way of 
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“viewing, analyzing, and interpreting” the program of an educational institution.(Walker & Soltis, 
2004, p. 55)”  
 
There are four fundamental questions around Tyler’s rationale(1949), and he claims those 
questions must be answered in developing any curriculum by any curriculum designer: 
 
1. What educational purposes should the school seek to attain? 
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain these purposes? 
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively organized? 
4. How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained? 
 
In short, noted by Walker & Soltis(2004), Tyler is making clear that school need first to think 
about the aims and objectives (1) when constructing a curriculum and then think about the kind of 
subject matter or experiences that will most likely help students achieve those objectives (2). These 
need to be put together programmatically (3, and finally, the results of using the curriculum need to 
be evaluated in some way (4). 
 
(1) Educational purposes 
Tyler suggested that each school should determine its own purposes, and those purposes can seek 
guidance from studies of the student as a learner, from studies of contemporary life outside the 
school, and from specialists in the various subjects(Tyler, 1949; Walker & Soltis, 2004). He also 
proposes that a school should develop a statement of educational philosophy, and that philosophy 
be used as a set of standards to screen the objectives(Tyler, 1949; Walker & Soltis, 2004). 
 
(2) Educational experiences 
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Tyler recommends the school stated specifically, precisely and unambiguously what is supposed to 
be learned(Tyler, 1949; Walker & Soltis, 2004). Once the objectives are developed, it becomes 
possible to determine what learning experiences might lead to their attainment. The process is a 
creative one, and teacher required to “form in his mind a series of possibilities of things that might 
be done(Walker & Soltis, 2004, p. 57)”. These are written down, elaborated, and checked against 
the objectives to see whether they give students the opportunity to acquire the behaviour stated in 
the objectives(Walker & Soltis, 2004).  
 
(3) Organized the educational purposes with the educational experiences 
As noted by Walker & Soltis(2004), if the learning experiences are to produce a cumulative impact 
on students, all those learning experiences must be organized so that experiences in one class or 
subject are in harmony with experiences in others and that experiences from time to time result in a 
steady growth. Successive learning experiences should build on one another, taking students more 
deeply into the subject each time. The various learning experiences the students encounters in 
school ought to be coherently and constructively related to one another(Tyler, 1949). Tyler 
suggested that, in secondary schools the organizing structure is usually subject matter fitted into a 
daily schedule of courses, and he believe that every school should design upon an organizing 
structure that is suitable for it(Walker & Soltis, 2004). 
 
(4) Evaluation 
Walker & Soltis mentioned that it is a process for determining whether the curriculum is achieving 
the desired results(Walker & Soltis, 2004). It involves an appraisal of the student’s actual 
behaviour. In addition, it requires an appraisal at several different times to make sure the 
permanence of the learning achieved(Walker & Soltis, 2004). 
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2.6 Intended and Implemented curriculum 
Definition of curriculum 
No single definition of curriculum is accepted among practitioners of the field. Yet, there is wide-
ranging continuum of interpretations with numerous intermediate positions. Franklin Bobbitt noted 
that “curriculum is the entire range of experiences, both directed and undirected, concerned in 
unfolding the abilities of the individual(Bobbitt, 1918).” As suggested by Hollis Caswell & Doak 
Campbell(1935), curriculum is “all the experiences children have under the guidance of teachers.” 
Tyler also pointed out that “ learning takes place through the experiences the learner has… 
“Learning experience” is not the same as the content with which a course deals…[The curriculum 
consists of]…all of the learning of students which is planned by and directed by the school to attain 
its educational goals.” Phenix(1962) argued that the curriculum should consist entirely of 
knowledge, which comes from the disciplines. From all of the above statements, curriculum can be 
defined as two descriptions. First, the curriculum is the sum of planned content. “The curriculum is 
the course of study designed for student instruction under the direction of the school.(Longstreet & 
Shane, 1993)” Second, the curriculum is all the experiences under the school’s direction that lead 
to learning. The curriculum is broadly defined as “the sum of experiences leading to the learnings 
that occur under the auspices of the school whether or not these are part of the written content 
guide.(Longstreet & Shane, 1993)”  
 
Intended and Implemented curriculum 
Intended curriculum is “a content specified by the state, district, or school to be addressed in a 
particular course or at a particular grade level(Marzano, 2003).” It is an official and planned 
curriculum, which is laid down in syllabuses, prospectuses(Kelly, 1999).  Implemented curriculum 
is “the content actually delivered by the teacher(Marzano, 2003, p. 23).” It is the reality of the 
pupils’ experience(Kelly, 1999). The difference between them may be conscious or unconscious as 
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claimed by Kelly(1999), “the cause of any mismatch being either a deliberate attempt by the 
teachers or others to deceive, to make what they offer appear more attractive than it really is”, or 
merely the fact that, since teachers and students are human, the realities of any course will never 
fully match up to the hopes and intentions of those who have planned it. 
 
Goodlad’s Five Levels of Curriculum 
 
Figure 2.2 Goodlad’s Five Levels of Curriculum , adapted from Goodlad (1979) 
 
Curriculum is what is taught and instruction is the method used to teach that curriculum. Goodlad 
found five conceptual levels of school curriculum, namely, ideal, formal, perceived, implemented, 
and experiential curricula (see Figure 2.1), which cited in Yeung & Lam (2008) . “Ideal 
curriculum” represents the theories and principles about curriculum integration derived from 
literature and research studies. “Formal curriculum” is developed or decided by local curriculum 
developers or policy-makers. “Perceived curriculum” means the teachers’ interpretation of the 
formal curriculum. “Implemented curriculum” means that the classroom implementation of the 
curriculum integration. Yet, in the reality the social context- the social environment of teachers, 
including the tradition and culture of society, the expectation of parents and other stakeholders and 
the school- usually affects teacher’ perceived and implemented curricula, thus students will go 
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through “experiential curriculum”, which delivered by teachers. As mentioned by Yeung & Lam(S. 
S. Y. Yeung & Lam, 2008), Goodlad assumed that the implemented curriculum often different 
from the ideal or formal curriculum, and the perceived and implemented curricula vary from the 
conception of persons (i.e. policy-makers or curriculum developers) who plan the curriculum 
innovation. Furthermore, teachers usually do not fully stick to the formal curriculum but they 
implement their own version of curriculum with their own conception or interpretation.  
 
The relationship between teachers’ beliefs and teaching (curriculum Implementation) 
According to Urevbu(1985), when defining what should be in the curriculum plans for the 
classroom requires two questions, that is (1) who should determine what is taught and (2) what 
material should be taught. There are actually limited numbers of options available to curriculum 
developers in answering these questions. As claimed by Urebnu(1985), the one who determines the 
curriculum can only be one or more of the following: (a) students’ needs or wants, (b) teachers’ 
knowledge and expertise, or (c) government’s policies in response to society’s problems or issues.  
 
Some studies have explored how teachers conceive of various subjects, including English, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and History(Calderhead, 1996; Clark & Peterson, 1986; Thompson, 
1992). Studies, citied in Eshun (2013), have shown that teachers develop a subject understanding 
that is “broad and deep, enabling them to facilitate the building of similar connections in the minds 
of others(Calderhead, 1996)”. It is also shown that the way teachers understand their subject 
affects the way they teach and assess(Calderhead, 1996). Some researchers pointed out that the 
beliefs of teachers affected their interpretation of knowledge and subsequent teaching 
behaviour(Byran & Atwater, 2002; Levitt, 2001; M. Schommer, 1990). Nespor has indicated that 
beliefs of teachers about the nature of knowledge affected their organizations of teaching materials 
and pedagogies(Tang, 1996). 
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The Relationship between students’ beliefs and learning 
Some studies have also explored how students’ beliefs affected their learning. Ryan’s study, which 
cited in Yung(2007), showed that the student’s beliefs affected the strategies they used to carry out 
various academic tasks and how these strategies significantly affected their academic 
performance(Ryan, 1984). Kardash and Scholes, which also cited in Yung(2007), even stated that 
individuals’ beliefs play a crucial role in two particular learning abilities: higher-order thinking and 
problem-solving(Kardash & Howell, 2000).  Schommer (1993)found that students' beliefs about the 
control of knowledge were strongly correlated with their high school averages of the grade point. 
Students with sophisticated beliefs about their control of knowledge acquisition had higher averages of 
grade point, but the students who possessed naive beliefs had relatively low averages of grade point. 
Furthermore, Kızılgu ̈neş(Kızılgu ̈neş, 2007), cited in (ÖZKAL, 2007) has investigated the 
predictive influences of the epistemological beliefs, learning approaches and achievement 
motivation on sixth grade students’ achievement in classification concepts. From the research, it 
can observe that a “positive correlation was found between students’ learning approaches, 
epistemological beliefs and learning goal orientations. Students’ achievement scores were found to be 
correlated with their goal orientations, epistemological beliefs and learning approaches(ÖZKAL, 
2007).”  
 
2.7 The Meaning of Cross-curricular approach  
After the publication of The Plowden Report ‘Children and their Primary Schools’, cross-curricular 
topics were popular in schools in the 1970s and 80s(Aston & Jackson, 2010). It emphasizes on 
child-centered learning and acknowledged that ‘rigid division of the curriculum into subjects 
interrupts children’s train of thought and interest(Central Advisory Council for England, 1967).’ 
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Cross-curricular pedagogical methods can be seen as a way of supporting the varied and diverse 
abilities pupils(Byrne & Brodie, 2012). The process sees the combining of one or more subject 
area(s) and often the incorporation of a wide range of concepts(Byrne & Brodie, 2012). The 
identified subjects can be integrated using “a central theme, issue, problem, process, topic or 
experience(Hayes, 2010)” and the aim of cross-curricular teaching is to enhance more than just 
subject knowledge. It also looks to develop general skills, cognitive understanding, creativity and 
flexibility.  
 
According to Carr (2007), cross-curricular approach is based on the work of John Dewey, who 
argued that much knowledge is interrelated. Cross curriculum is an approach “to teaching is 
characterized by sensitivity towards, and a synthesis of, knowledge, skills and understandings from 
various subjects areas. These inform an enriched pedagogy that promotes an approach to learning 
which embraces and explores this wider sensitivity through various methods.(Fautley & Savage, 
2011, pp. 8-9)” This concept arises from a constructivist stand-point in which learning is achieved 
through doing or experiencing(Byrne & Brodie, 2012). This pedagogical approach can be 
undertaken using different methods, so that to engage children’s imaginations, encourage 
investigation and foster their creativity. Barnes, who favours an approach led by learning 
experiences, claimed cross-curricular learning is “when the skills, knowledge and attitudes of a 
number of different disciplines are applied to a single experience, theme or idea(2007, p. 8).” 
 
The purpose of the cross-curricular teaching and learning 
As suggested by Fautley & Savage(2011), The purposes of cross-curricular teaching and learning 
are to: 
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• Motivate and encourage pupils’ learning in a sympathetic way in conjunction with their 
wider life experiences; 
• Draw on similarities in and between individual subjects (in terms of subject content, 
pedagogical devices and learning processes) and make these links explicit in various ways; 
• Provide active and experiential learning for pupils; 
• Develop meaningful co-operation and collaboration between staff leading to the dual 
benefits of curriculum and professional development; 
• Contribute towards a broad range of teaching and learning opportunities located within 
individual subject teaching, across subjects and in relationship to specific external 
curriculum themes or dimensions; 
• Promote pupils’ cognitive, personal and social development in an integrated way; 
• Allow teachers the opportunity to evaluate and reflect on their teaching and be imaginative 
and innovative in their curriculum planning; 
• Facilitate a shared vision amongst teachers and managers through meaningful 
collaborations at all levels of curriculum design. 
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology  
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains how the research is designed and implemented. First, it discloses the 
background information of the school, and interviewees who participate in the research. Then, It 
includes the research design, data collection procedures and the analysis of the research. 
 
3.2 Research Site 
The study conducted in one DSS senior secondary school in Hong Kong where all students are 
from Form 4 to Form 6. One reason why the researcher chose this particular school was because 
this school is a bit different from other mainstream schools, which has clear mission and objectives 
of the school. It is mainly devoted to arts, media and design education. Most interestingly it owns 
its school- based curriculum, but at the same time it adopts the NSS curriculum in school too.  The 
students here are the one who gave up the benefits of 12-year free education and changed to a DSS 
school to study arts or related education, thus researcher would like to explore more about the 
teachers and students in this school, to examine how they view the examination system in Hong 
Kong and the teaching and learning of Liberal Studies under NSS curriculum.  
 
3.3 Study Population 
With the permission from the school principal, teachers and students from the school are allowed 
to participate in this research. There were 61 students of whom male and female are in ratio of 
22:39 (24 students from Form 4, 35 students from Form 5 and 2 students from Form 6) and 3 
Liberal Studies teachers were eventually being invited to participate in this study. All students need 
to study those two curriculums in school, and finally will sit for the Liberal Studies public 
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examination after studying Form 6. Liberal Studies teachers have taught in this school for more 
than three years. Although the sample was a moderately small but was fairly representing the 
secondary school population. 
 
3.4 Research Design 
The study aimed to have an in-depth understanding on the impact of public examination on 
student’s learning in the school, and the impact of the public examination on teacher’s teaching in 
the school. It also aims at the investigation about how learning Liberal Studies can help student 
learn other subjects or vice versa in this school. A mixed methodology—combining both qualitative 
and quantitative approaches was adopted of this study (such as in the data collection and analysis stage) 
(Cited inNg, 2004). It was a fixed mixed methods design, which means that the mixed methods 
studies where the use of quantitative and qualitative methods is predetermined and planned at the 
start of the research process, and the procedures are implemented as planned(Creswell & Clark, 
2007; Morse & Niehaus, 2009; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). Bryman(Creswell & Clark, 2007) 
noted that the research methods associated with both quantitative and qualitative research have 
their own strengths and weakness, therefore when combining them can allow the research to offset 
their weaknesses to draw on the strengths of both. In other words, using mixed methodology can 
form a better understanding of my research problems than either approach alone. 
 
Data of this research were collected from questionnaires and focus group interview. 
Questionnaires 
For my study, research questionnaire (see Appendix B) was adopted. According to Wiersma(2006), 
research questionnaire “measures opinions and is probably the single most widely used research type in 
educational research.”  Altogether 61 questionnaires were distributed to students. Of the 61 
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questionnaires, 59 were completed, and collected by the researcher.  
 
In this questionnaire design, it comprised three parts, able to collect information from students 
about (1) the views/perceptions of public examination; (2) the views/perceptions of the aims of 
Liberal Studies and the nature of Liberal Studies; and (3) how their learning in Liberal Studies can 
help them learn in other subjects or vice versa. 
 
The characteristic of research questionnaire contains both qualitative and quantitative research 
approach (i.e. students are asked to respond those questions by using a five point ‘1 = strongly 
disagree … 5 = strongly agree’ scale). The reason for adopting both quantitative and qualitative 
approach for this questionnaire is because, quantitative research is defined as research relying 
primarily on the collection of quantitative data (i.e. numerical data) instead of words(1995). It is 
mainly used to “describe current conditions, investigate relationships and study cause-effect 
phenomena”(Gay & Airasian, 2000; Johnson & Christensen, 2000). While qualitative research is 
defined as a research relying primarily on the collection of qualitative data (i.e. non-numerical data, 
such as words)(Gay & Airasian, 2000, p. 11). This kind of data is collected through “in-depth 
examination of a topic/problem to provide insights into what people believe and feel about the way 
things are and how they got to be the way they see(Johnson & Christensen, 2000)” Since there is 
only one focus group interview, which only able to invite a few students to express their opinions, 
therefore in order to have a more valid and reliable study, researcher put both quantitative 
questions and qualitative questions (such as open-ended questions), in the questionnaires.  
 
Focus Group Interview 
Questionnaires alone cannot entirely represent participants’ opinions. As suggested by Bogdan and 
Biklen(Gay & Airasian, 2000), interview can be then employed together with questionnaires, in 
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order to gather more relevant data from the participants, hence to help the researcher develop a 
deeper insight. For my study, focus group interview (see Appendix C) was adopted. Beck, Trombetta, 
and Share described the focus group as “ an informal discussion among selected individuals about 
specific relevant to the situation at hand.(2006)” One of the characteristics that distinguishes focus 
group interview from other qualitative interview is the group discussion(Beck, Trombetta, & Share, 
1986, p. 73). It can foster a wide range of opinions, a more complete and revealing understanding of 
the certain issue. The goal of focus group interview is “to create a candid, normal conversation that 
addresses, in depth, the selected topic.(Vaughn, Schumm, & Sinagub, 1996)” In seeking complete 
response, focus group is most likely to provide the depth of information that might be useful. It is also 
the best way to resolve seemingly conflicting information, since the researcher has the chance to 
directly ask about the apparent conflict(Vaughn et al., 1996, p. 4). 
 
Based on the data gathered from the questionnaires, six participants, including three students -S1 from 
Form 4, S2 from Form 6 & S3 from Form 6- and three Liberal Studies teachers -T1, T2 & T3- were 
invited for an in-depth interview in order to engage in deeper reflection. The focus group interview 
lasted for about 50 minutes, teachers and students were asked to comment/confirm some of findings 
from the questionnaires, and based on their own teaching experience and learning habits, reflect on (1) 
their views/perceptions of public examination; (2) the views/perceptions of the aims of Liberal 
Studies and the nature of Liberal Studies; (3) how their learning/teaching in Liberal Studies can 
help students to learn in other subjects or vice versa. Those three students were selected to 
participate in the focus group interview to represent different educational level of students, which 
mean researcher is intended to invite one student (S1) who has only studied Liberal Studies for one 
year and not yet taken DSE examination and two students (S2 & S3) who have already studied 
Liberal Studies for three years and taken DSE examination to participate in the focus group 
interview. It aims to examine whether there is any different views or discrepancy between them 
towards public examinations and learning Liberal Studies, in term of their public examination 
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experiences and educational level. With their consent, the whole focus group interviews were 
audiotaped and transcribed (see Appendix D). The significant portions were translated into English 
for further analysis.  
 
3.5 Data collection procedures of the Questionnaire/Focus group interview 
A letter (see Appendix A) about the research and the research proposal has been sent to the school 
principal. The letter has mentioned all the basic information, including the objectives of the 
research, and all the information provided by the teachers and students will be treated with the 
utmost confidentiality and anonymity. Teachers and students’ participation are voluntary. They 
have the right not to be included in my analysis and if any student or teacher does not wish to be 
included, it will act according to their wish. They can also choose to withdraw from the study at 
any time without negative consequences.  The information collected will only be used for the 
dissertation and will be destroyed or returned to the school after the dissertation grade has been 
approved. 
Questionnaire 
Upon approval of the research, the questionnaire was distributed to participants during Liberal 
Studies lesson. A verbal and written notification regarding the administration of the questionnaires, 
the collection and analysis of the data, possible uses of the data was given to them prior to the 
completion of the questionnaire. The submission of questionnaire requires students to hand in 
directly to the teacher-in- charge to avoid any unnecessary disclosure or loss of data. 
Focus group interview 
Upon approval of the research, the focus group interview was held at the conference room of 
HKICC Lee Shau Kee School Of Creativity on April 26, 2013. Interview was audiotape and 
transcribed for analysis use. A verbal notification regarding the collection and analysis of the data, 
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possible uses of the data was given to them prior to the completion of the focus group interview.  
 
3.6 Data Analysis 
Questionnaire 
Since all Form 4 and Form 5 students responded to the same set of questionnaire, the data collected 
from the questionnaires can be compiled and compared fairly and easily. Descriptive statistics was used 
for comparative analysis, which deals with the presentation of numerical facts, or data, in either tables 
or graphs form, and with the methodology of analyzing the data. Since the design of the questionnaire 
is using Likert 5-point scale, i.e. ‘1 = strongly disagree … 5 = strongly agree’ scale, component bar 
charts are then used in the analysis. Each question is set to judge whether participants felt positive or 
negative about the writing statement, in order to make the analysis easily to carry out, ‘strongly 
agree’ and ‘agree’ considered together as a positive response, while ‘strongly disagree’ and 
‘disagree’ were considered as a negative response. Furthermore, some open-ended questions 
mentioned in the questionnaire will be present in a table and those data will do comparative analysis.  
Focus Group Interview  
The researcher first read through transcripts collected during the data collection process, and then 
researcher employed ground theory proposed by Glaser and Strauss in data analysis of qualitative 
methodology(Margaret C. Harrell, 2009). The words from the transcripts (i.e. conversations among 
different interviewees) was first highlighted, categorized, and then labeled, it is known as the 
process of open coding. Similar and overlapping ideas (collections of the codes) were then merged 
together to form similar concepts. Then, when similar concepts are grouped together, broad categories 
were formed. By doing so, the reasons and effects of public examination, students’ learning 
experiences and teachers’ teaching practices could be formed by using this method of data analysis 
and thus the research questions could be addressed.  
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All data, questionnaires and interviews, was examined together for a more comprehensive and 
complete analysis to investigate the research questions. As mentioned before, questionnaires alone 
cannot entirely represent participants’ opinions. Therefore, the analyzed finding of the focus group 
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Chapter 4 Results of the study  
In this chapter, the study findings from the questionnaire and interviews about the impacts on 
student’s learning, teacher’s teaching, and the interrelationship between Liberal Studies and other 
subjects will be described. 
 
4.1 The impacts of the public examination bring to the students and teachers 
As aligned with the research question 1, the first part of the chapter will investigate how public 
examination affect student’s learning and teacher’s teaching in school.  
 




Question 1: Public examination accounts for a significant influence in education system of Hong Kong. 
Question 10: The results of the public examination are important for me. 
Question 11: The results of the public examination affect my further studies. 
Question 12: The results of the public examination affect my future job/ prospects. 
   
As Figure 4.1.1 shows, participants in general had strong feelings towards the influences of the 
public examination in Hong Kong. The majority of the participants (80%) agreed/strongly 
agreed that public examination accounts for a significant influence in education system in Hong 
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public examination is important to them.  The result of public examination has more influences 
to their further study (75%) than their future prospects (66%). 
 
Interview 
Similarly to the findings of the above, which investigated participants’ perception towards 
public examination, the interviewee agreed the public examination has impacts on students’ 
studying in Hong Kong. This was explained by S2, one of the Form 6 students who has just 
finished the public examination of Liberal Studies: 
“ I took HKDSE examination because I want to continue my study. If I can continue my 
study without taking any public examinations, I for sure not to take the examinations.” 
 




Question 2: Public examination is a fair mechanism for assessing students' level. 
Question 4: Education in Hong Kong is seen as a mean to social mobility. 
  
However, Figure 4.1.2 shows, regarding the function of the public examination in Hong Kong, 
more than half of the participants (54%) thought that public examination is not a fair mechanism 
for assessing students’ level. About 51% of the participants thought that education in Hong Kong 
is seen not a mean to social mobility. Significantly, there were about 37% of the participants were 
neither positive nor negative towards the function of the examination. In other words, although 
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half of the participant disagree/strongly disagree that the public examination is a fair mechanism 
for assessing students’ level and the education in Hong Kong is seen as a mean to social mobility, 




Apart from the feedback from the questionnaire, the interviewee explained the function of public 
examination. The Form 6 students, S3, said that HKDSE Examination is like the examination for 
Form 3 students in the past, and aims at selection. S3 shared this view, and he further explained 
that: 
“I think the public examination is a methods and it used for government to screen a group 
of people who can continue to receive high levels of education. What is the most important 
consideration of public examination? It is a system to analyze how many people in the 
community as a whole can or cannot achieve a certain level of education, and to see how 
many people reach a certain level of education and is responsible for some of the work on 
the social. In short, the public examination is a system to screen and select a group of 
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Question 5: Student requested teachers to teach more examination-related knowledge due to the public examination. 
Question 6: Public examination led the teaching content. 
Question 7: School teacher's teaching methods are dominated by public examination 
Question 8: Public examinations increased the chances of students’ s learning / practicing the past examination papers. 
 
Figure 4.1.3 shows that 46% of the participants have requested their teacher to teach more 
examination-related knowledge due to the public examination. And 68% of participants thought 
that public examination drives teachers what to teach, while 61% of the participants thought that 
teacher's teaching methods are dominated by public examination. More than half of the 
participants mentioned in the questionnaires that public examinations increased their chances of 
learning or practicing the past examination papers. That is to say, as shown above, since more 
than half of the participants thought that the result of the public examination is important to 
them, therefore, students requested their teachers to teach more examination-related knowledge. 
It is obvious to show cause-and-effect relationship brought by the public examination.  Also, 
since students had such expectation from teachers, teachers teach according what their students 
want, which means examination drives teachers what and how to teach.   
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Interview 
 From the interviews, it was observed that three Liberal Studies teachers all agreed that the 
public examination affect their teaching methods or materials they selected to use. T1 said: 
“After observing the questions of public examination for several years, they always use 
different types of information, such as data, pictures, etc. to ask a certain problem/incident, 
then ask students to explain the cause-and-effect, give advice or stance towards those 
problem/incident. Therefore, inevitably we will design some discussion questions during 
lessons, which follow the pattern of questioning in public examination towards certain 
issues…” 
 
And T3, another Liberal Studies teacher further elaborated on this idea and shared that: 
“Our students have a rather serious problem in writing and always cannot get marks 
because they do not have enough time to write. I believe that it is because they do not have 
much practice during their learning…In fact, if they are much more familiar with the issues 
or have much exercise, they are able to write faster and the number of words of each 
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Question 3: Public examination help to increase student’s learning motivation. 
Question 9: Students only pay attention to the results of the learning but neglect the learning process due to the public 
examination. 
Question 13: You are given negative pressure on learning due to the public examination. 
Question 14: You lose the interest in learning due to the public examination. 
Question 15: You do not like to learn due to the public examination. 
 
As reported in the questionnaires (see Figure 4.1.4), about 60% of the participant disagreed/strongly 
disagreed that public examination helps to increase their motivation of learning. On the contrary, 
81% of the participant admitted that they are given negative pressure on learning due to the public 
examination. 64% of them claimed that they lost interest in learning, and 69% of them even dislike 
learning due to the public examination. 
 
Email interview 
From the observation on the survey, teachers are actually facing a group of quite diverse 
students and many of them may not be highly motivated on academic work. Therefore, the 
researcher asked one of the Liberal Studies teacher to share the ways of motivate students’ 
academic learning. T1 suggested that: 
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“The changing of teaching activities can help to motivate them and deal with the diversity. 
From my personal experience, training student’s writing ability is just one part of 
trainings. Student’s observation, ability in inquiry, logical reasoning, problem-solving, and 
critical thinking cannot be solely trained by writing. Different teaching methods such as 
group discussions, field trips, and debate are able to enhance students’ interest in learning, 
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4.2 The opinions of Liberal Studies teachers and students towards the implemented 
Liberal Studies curriculum in school 
To be more specific to my research, the researcher would like to understand well and investigate 
more on how the public examination affect students’ learning and teachers’ teaching in Liberal 
Studies, thus the researcher aimed to first investigate teachers and students’ perception of 
different aims of Liberal Studies which are stated in Liberal Studies Curriculum Guide, and how 
those aims can be achieved in student’s actual learning in Liberal Studies. By doing so, 
student’s actual learning in Liberal Studies could be formed and thus the research questions 
could be addressed.  
What are the teachers and student’s perception towards the aims of Liberal Studies and how 
those aims can be achieved in student’s actual learning in Liberal Studies? 
 
4.2.1 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- enhance students’ 
understanding of themselves, their society, their nation and the human world- and actual 
learning in Liberal Studies 
 
As Figure 4.2.1 shows, majority of the participant (73%) agreed/strongly agreed that Liberal 
Studies should be able to enhance students’ understanding of themselves, their society, their 
nation and the human world. Yet, there was a gap between their ideality and reality because 
only 61% of the participants thought that studying Liberal Studies enables them to enhance their 
understanding of themselves, society, nation and the human world. Regarding the assessment of 
Liberal Studies, only 15% and 27% of them agreed that taking public examination and 
conducting IES respectively could achieve the aims of Liberal Studies mentioned above.  
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4.2.2 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- enable students to develop 
multiple perspectives on perennial and contemporary issues in different contexts- and 




Question 16b: Liberal Studies should be able to enable students to develop multiple perspectives on perennial and 
contemporary issues in different contexts. 
Question 17b: Learning Liberal Studies enables me to develop multiple perspectives on perennial and contemporary issues 
in different contexts. 
Question 18b: Taking public examination enables me to develop multiple perspectives on perennial and contemporary issues 
in different contexts. 
Question 19b: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) enables me to develop multiple perspectives on perennial and 
contemporary issues in different contexts. 
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Figure 4.2.1 
Question 16a: Liberal Studies should be able to enhance students’ understanding of themselves, their society, their nation and 
the human world. 
Question 17a: Learning Liberal Studies enables me to enhance understanding of myself, my society, my nation and the human 
world. 
Question 18a: Taking public examination enables me to enhance understanding of myself, my society, my nation and the 
human world. 
Question 19a: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) enables me to enhance understanding of myself, my society, my 
nation and the human world. 
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 Figure 4.2.2 shows, 69% of the participants agreed/strongly agreed that Liberal Studies should 
be able to enable students develop multiple perspectives on perennial and contemporary issues 
in different contexts while only 56% of them thought that they could develop multiple 
perspectives on perennial and contemporary issues in different contexts by learning Liberal 
Studies. Regarding the assessment, about 54% of them thought that taking public examination 
could not achieve the aims of Liberal Studies mentioned above. Yet, only 8% of them thought 
that conducting IES could not achieve the aims of Liberal Studies mentioned. In other words, 
participants believed that conducting IES is more efficient to develop their multiple perspectives 
on perennial and contemporary issues in different contexts then taking examination.  
 
4.2.3 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- help students become 




Question 16c: Liberal Studies should be able to help students become independent thinkers. 
Question 17c: Learning Liberal Studies enables me to become independent thinkers. 
Question 18c: Taking public examination enables me to become independent thinkers. 
Question 19c: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) enables me to become independent thinkers. 
  
Figure 4.2.3 shows, 54% of the participants agreed/strongly agreed that Liberal Studies should 
be able to help students become independent thinkers, but 42% of them thought that they are 
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able to become independent thinkers when studying Liberal Studies.  Most interestingly, only 
12% of them believed that taking public examination is able to help them to become 
independent thinkers while 22% of them believed that conducting IES is more able to help them 
to achieve the aims. Among these four questions, there were still a number of participants 
holding neither agree nor disagree about the statement, which shows that some of the 
participants do not sure whether studying Liberal Studies, taking public examination and 
conducting IES can help them to become independent thinkers.  
 
4.2.4 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- help students develop positive 
values and attitude towards life, so that they can become informed and responsible citizens 




Question 16d: Liberal Studies should be able to help students develop positive values and attitude towards life, so that they 
can become informed and responsible citizens of society, the country and the world. 
Question 17d: Learning Liberal Studies enables me to develop positive values and attitude towards life, so that they can 
become informed and responsible citizens of society, the country and the world. 
Question 18d: Taking public examination enables me to develop positive values and attitude towards life, so that they can 
become informed and responsible citizens of society, the country and the world. 
Question 19d: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) enables me to develop positive values and attitude towards life, 
so that they can become informed and responsible citizens of society, the country and the world. 
 
Same situation with the above questions, there was a gap between participants’ ideality and 
reality towards the aims of Liberal Studies. Figure 4.2.4 shows, although there was 49% of them 
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believed that Liberal Studies is able to help students develop positive values and attitude 
towards life, so that they can become informed and responsible citizens of society, the country 
and the world, only 42% of them admitted that they could achieve the aims in reality. Majority 
of the participants also thought that conducting IES is more effective than taking public 
examination to develop their positive values and attitude towards life, so that they can become 
informed and responsible citizens of society, the country and the world. Of course, there were 
still a number of participants holding neither agree nor disagree about the aim of Liberal Studies.  
 
4.2.5 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- nurture and improve student’s 




Question 16e: Liberal Studies should be able to nurture and improve student’s language and writing skills. 
Question 17e: Learning Liberal Studies nurture and improve my language and writing skills. 
Question 18e: Taking public examination nurture and improve my language and writing skills. 
Question 19e: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) nurture and improve my language and writing skills. 
 
Figure 4.2.5 shows that about half of the participants agreed that Liberal Studies able to nurture 
and improve student’s language and writing skills. In reality, there were only 32% of them 
believed that learning Liberal Studies able to nurture their language and writing skills. More 
surprisingly, although they have claimed that in Question 8, public examinations increased their 
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chances of learning or practicing the past examination papers, nearly 50% of them thought that 
taking examination could not nurture and improve my language and writing skills. However, 
there were still a number of participants possessed neutral stance on the statement, which means 
that some of the participants do not sure whether studying Liberal Studies, taking public 
examination and conducting IES can help them to nurture and improve student’s language and 
writing skills. 
 
Liberal Studies Curriculum Guide stated that the aims of Liberal Studies is to develop in 
students a range of skills for life-long learning, thus the following are the results of the student’s 
perception on different kind of skills for life-long learning and their real learning in Liberal 
Studies.  
 
4.2.6 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- develop in students a skill of 
critical thinking for life-long learning - and actual learning in Liberal Studies 
 
Figure 4.2.6 
Question 20a: Liberal Studies should be able to develop in students a skill of critical thinking for life-long learning. 
Question 21a: Learning Liberal Studies helps me to develop my critical thinking skills for life-long learning. 
Question 22a: Taking public examination helps me to develop my critical thinking skills for life-long learning. 
Question 23a: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) helps me to develop my critical thinking skills for life-long 
learning. 
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As shown at the Figure 4.2.6, near 60% of the participants believed that Liberal Studies should 
be able to develop students’ critical thinking skills, yet more than one quarter of participants did 
not give any stances towards this statement. There were 51% of the participants thought that 
learning Liberal Studies help them to develop critical thinking skills. 32% of the participants 
thought that conducting IES is a more effective way to develop critical thinking skills, since 
there were only 29% of the participants believed that taking examination helps them to develop 
their critical thinking skills.   
 
4.2.7 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- develop in students a skill of 




Question 20b: Liberal Studies should be able to develop in students a skill of creativity for life-long learning. 
Question 21b: Learning Liberal Studies helps me to develop my creativity skills for life-long learning. 
Question 22b: Taking public examination helps me to develop my creativity skills for life-long learning. 
Question 23b: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) helps me to develop my creativity skills for life-long learning. 
 
About the skills of creativity that can be achieved by different ways, majority of the 
participants hold neutral stance on it. Figure 4.2.7 shows that although there were 31% of the 
participants thoughts that Liberal Studies should be able to develop student’s creativity, more 
than half of the participants were neither positive nor negative towards this statement. In reality 
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of learning Liberal Studies, about nearly 21% of the participants disagreed that it could develop 
their creativity. 61% of the participants even thought that they could not develop creativity by 
taking public examination. 
 
4.2.8 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- develop in students a skill of 




Question 20c: Liberal Studies should be able to develop in students a skill of problem solving for life-long learning. 
Question 21c: Learning Liberal Studies helps me to develop my problem solving skills for life-long learning. 
Question 22c: Taking public examination helps me to develop my problem solving skills for life-long learning. 
Question 23c: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) helps me to develop my problem solving skills for life-long 
learning. 
  
In general, Figure 4.2.8 shows that participants agreed that Liberal Studies should be able to 
develop their problem solving skills, and they (46%) also admitted that they were able to 
develop this problem solving skills through having Liberal Studies lessons and conducting 
IES, yet nearly 50% of the participants disagreed that problem solving skills could be 
developed through taking public examination. 
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4.2.9 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- develop in students a skill of 




Question 20d: Liberal Studies should be able to develop in students a skill of communication for life-long learning. 
Question 21d: Learning Liberal Studies helps me to develop my communication skills for life-long learning. 
Question 22d: Taking public examination helps me to develop my communication skills for life-long learning. 
Question 23d: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) helps me to develop my communication skills for life-long 
learning. 
  
About the communication skills that can be achieved by different ways, Figure 4.2.9 shows that 
about 44% of the participants admitted that learning Liberal Studies helps them to develop 
communication skills for life-long learning, yet only 19% and 24% of the participants thought 
that they could develop the communication skills for life-long learning by taking public 
examination and conducting IES respectively. Most importantly, there was still a number of 
participants hold neutral stance on it, which had a same results with the achievement of the 
critical skills in participants’ point of views. Participants did not able to figure out whether they 
could learn this skills from their learning in Liberal Studies, taking public examination and 
conducting IES, they even did not sure whether Liberal Studies should be able to develop in 
students a skill of communication for life-long learning.  
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4.2.10 Student’s perception on the aims of Liberal Studies- develop in students a skill of 




Question 20e: Liberal Studies should be able to develop in students a skill of information technology for life-long learning. 
Question 21e: Learning Liberal Studies helps me to develop my information technology skills for life-long learning. 
Question 22e: Taking public examination helps me to develop my information technology skills for life-long learning. 
Question 23e: Conducting Independent Enquiry Study (IES) helps me to develop my information technology skills for life-
long learning. 
  
Figure 4.2.10 shows that 41% of the participants believed that Liberal Studies should be able to 
develop their information technology skills, yet only 34% of them could really develop the 
information technology skills in their actual learning. Also, conducting IES is more able to 
develop their information technology skills than taking public examination. 
 
Interview 
From the findings of the questionnaire, researcher found that participants were less able to 
develop in creativity and information technology skills when studying Liberal Studies. Thus, 
researcher asked the Liberal Studies teachers to explain their point of views towards that 
problem. T1, one of the Liberal Studies teachers claimed that: 
“I think students have too idealistic views on the word “creativity”, it often been 
misunderstood by all of them, they will think “creativity” is like Steve Jobs…but I think 
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problem solving and creativity are aligned, how student solve a problem is actually 
reflecting their creativity in thinking a new way to solve the problem.” 
 
Also, from the interview, T2 and T1 (Liberal Studies teachers) agreed that the word 
“Information technology skills” is also being misunderstood since different students have their 
own interpretation about the word “Information technology skills.   
 
Furthermore, the interview findings corroborated the questionnaire results in that most of the 
participants agreed that conducting IES is more effective than taking public examination to 
achieve those skills. Three interviewees pointed out that IES is better and more effective than 
public examination to learn Liberal Studies. As told by the interviewee-S2, he believed that 
testing student’s ability solely through examinations is not a fair way. S2 shared that: 
“It is good that if the daily assignments in school can be count as part of the assessments, 
like IES. When student is designing the topic of IES, he/she needs to find relevant 
information by different ways, thus it gives students a clearer understanding of the related 
topic.”  
 
S1 had echoed to S2’s ideas, and said: 
 “During the process of conducting IES, it requires students to do a lot of questionnaires 
and surveys, and then to do the data analysis, throughout the process they have to access 
different objects/stakeholders, or receive different views from different people, therefore 
students need to do the further analysis, it helps students to acquire more knowledge. 
Furthermore, they are not very clear about the topic of their IES at the beginning. They 
need to modify their title for many times by doing some researches, collecting data, etc.…. 
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Hence, students are given deeper understanding of their topic through the whole process of 
learning, and I think those learning is not necessarily limited to public examinations.” 
 
S3 has also expressed his opinion, he agreed with S2’s opinion that student’s learning ability is 
not possible being determined within a few hours. However, he did not agree that IES counts as 
100% in the assessment. He explained that: 
“Public examination is needed. Yet, IES helps students to build a high-order of thinking 
and analytic skills. If we did not have IES, students who only participate in public 
examination could not have such high analytic skills…. IES is a best project to let students 
to understand what is analysis, how to find data and analyze data.”  
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What impacts does the Liberal Studies public examination bring to the students? 
The above findings showed the general teachers’ and student’s perceptions towards the public 
examination in Hong Kong, and also their perceptions towards the aims of Liberal Studies and 
student’s perceptions of how those aims can be achieved in their actual learning in Liberal 
Studies. Yet, it still cannot fully reflect on the impact of the public examination on students’ 
learning in Liberal Studies, thus the following questions are mainly focused on examining the 
impact of public examination on their learning process and outcomes. 
 











Question 24: if Liberal Studies become an elective subject but not compulsory, I will still choose to study this subject. 
Question 37: I have difficulties when learning Liberal Studies. 
Question 39: I have negative pressures into learning Liberal Studies. 
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Figure 4.2.11 shows, about 49% of the participants admitted that if Liberal Studies become an 
elective subject but not compulsory subject, they would not choose to study, and only 24% of 
the participants would like to choose to study Liberal Studies. From Table 4.2.1, it shows the 
reasons of the participants who would choose to study Liberal Studies. They would like to 
choose to study Liberal Studies because they thought that Liberal Studies (1) is not a subject 
requires student learn by rote, it allows and encourages students not to recite too much content 
knowledge but to develop their higher-order thinking skills and multi-perspective thinking, thus 
there is no fixed/ model answers for each questions, which actually reflected that students do 
not prefer to learn by rote; (2) enables students to know more and wide range of knowledge, it 
can help student understand deeply on the current affairs which are closely related to their life; 
(3) enables to help students to think from different perspectives; and (4) is an interesting 
subject (but not mentioned how interesting the subject is).  
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Interview 
 From the interviews, it was observed that those two Form 6 students who have just finished 
Liberal Studies public examination agreed that learning Liberal Studies benefits him. S2 said 
that Liberal Studies is very important to him, his sensitivity towards current affairs is relatively 
low, he did not know much about the current news before studying Liberal Studies, yet he 
thought that he understands more about the world after studying Liberal Studies. And Oscar 
further elaborated on this idea and shared that: 
 “At first, I think the advantage of studying Liberal Studies is that I have improvement in 
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Figures 4.2.11 shows that 42% of the participants agreed/strongly agreed they had difficulties 
when learning Liberal Studies, while 24% of them disagreed/strongly disagreed they had 
difficulties when learning Liberal Studies. There were 20 participants who had written their 
difficulties when learning Liberal Studies shown in Table 4.2.2.  The participants had 
difficulties because (1) it was difficult to write, which means they had difficulties in answering 
questions; since some of them expressed that there was no standard answers and no clear 
guidelines on answering questions, they hardly grasp the main points of the question; (2) Some 
of them even thought that they had little knowledge of current affairs, so it is hard for them to 
understand; (3) they also admitted that the knowledge learnt from Liberal Studies is 
uninteresting and not much use for them in the future; (4) and they claimed that they need to 
study a wide range of contents. 
 
Table 4.2.3 
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Figures 4.2.11 also shows that 53% of the participants agreed/strongly agreed that they had 
negative pressures into learning Liberal Studies. From Table 4.2.3, there were 20 responses 
from the participants, they explained that their negative pressures mainly came from (1) 
examination, they are afraid that they might fail in examination since there is no standard 
answers in the examination, some might even they that their learning is just for assessment, the 
things that they learnt cannot apply in their life; (2) due to the examination, they were required 
to do plenty of exercise, thus heavy workload was mainly the negative pressures into learning 
Liberal Studies; (3) the negative pressures were also coming from their personal ability in 
learning and low interest in learning, such as poor in expression, and multiples thinking skills. 
 
Further results from Questionnaire 
Among the three questions (Q.25, 38 &40) which asked the participant the desire to study 
Liberal Studies, the difficulties of learning Liberal Studies, and the negative pressures into the 
learning of Liberal Studies, there were 5 participants who expressed that they desired to study 
Liberal Studies even it would become an elective subject, yet all of them did agreed that they 
faced learning difficulties in Liberal Studies, and also they had negative pressures into the 
learning of Liberal Studies. Following are the explanations of those participants’ learning 
situation.  
 
The learning situation of QPS 7:  
He expressed that Liberal Studies is not a subject need to learn by rote. Yet, he claimed that he 
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The learning situation of QPS 9: 
She expressed that Liberal Studies helps her to know more about the world and learn more 
things than other subjects. Yet, she thought that Liberal Studies is difficult to understand and 
she thought that there is no standard answers for the examination, and it was hard to her to 
remember what she leant.  
 
The learning situation of QPS 18: 
She expressed that she has never thought about society and have consciousness of citizenship 
before learning Liberal Studies, which means she thought that Liberal Studies enables her to 
understand more about the society. Yet, she was afraid failed to answer the question, and the 
main source of pressure of learning Liberal Studies come from examination. 
 
The learning situation of QPS 26: 
She expressed that she hoped to learn to think from different perspectives from Liberal Studies. 
Yet, she admitted that she faced learning difficulty since there is no standard answer in Liberal 
Studies, and the pressures come from a wide range of learning syllabus, and Liberal Studies 
requires student to think from different perspectives.  
 
The learning situation of QPS 57: 
She expressed that the learning materials that used in Liberal Studies are in fact closely related 
to life. Yet, she faced difficulty in learning Liberal Studies because Liberal Studies required 
students to study a wide range of contents, and she had no ideas of how to learn. She did not 
want to learn due to the plenty of exercise. 
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Interview 
The interview findings provide more insights into the reasons why the participants had 
difficulties and negative pressures from learning Liberal Studies. As told by the interviewee-S1, 
she expressed that there are some common difficulties among the students and also her personal 
pressures when studying Liberal Studies. S1 claimed that: 
 
“Actually I think that this subject requires students with writing skills since they have to 
answer a certain number of words for the examination... And this skills need to be trained 
under a period of time. At the same time I think the knowledge that they acquired cannot be 
solely rely on what they learnt from Liberal Studies, but also needed to absorb from their 
daily life. The examination of Liberal Studies not only tests students’ knowledge, but also 
test how fast and how detailed of the contents they can write in the essay. Unfortunately, I 
think not all students can have that ability/capacity to do so.…I was under pressure about 
examination, I have to count how much time I can have in answering one question, if I 
cannot finish that question within certain of time, I have to skip it and do another 
question…I afraid that I may not able to finish the paper ” 
 
Similarly to the findings of the above, which investigated participants’ perception towards 
public examination, the interviewees agreed the public examination has impacts on student’s 
studying. This was explained by S3, one of the Form 6 students who has just finished the public 
examination of Liberal Studies: 
“ This will not be no pressure when one more subjects need to be examined. For this 
reason, when you need to study more than one subject, there will be more pressures given 
to you and you have to spend more time on study. In fact, there are potentially a lot of 
pressures. Like Liberal Studies, at first, I do not like it because it is a subject requires 
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students with a high language proficiency, students need to understand everything at the 
same time, they need to express those understanding by words, therefore students need to 
have high proficiency before they can answer to the problem during examination. However, 
my language proficiency is not high, I have to work very hard to challenge this capability.”
 
As told by the interviewees (Liberal Studies teachers), they generally showed the understanding 
to students’ worries about the public examination.  One of the Liberal Studies Teachers, T1, 
explained that: 
“In general, students are afraid to learning by rote. However, if they know that that subject 
can get great achievement by learning by rote, they will not mind to do so because they will 
feel safe." 
 
 However, T1 believed that Liberal Studies is different from other subject. T1 continued to 
explain that: 
 “ Yet, Liberal Studies is not a subject like this. It is not what you study or memorize, and 
then the examination will test the same kind of content. Furthermore, Liberal Studies is 
different from the previous learning mode and the subject nature is unlike the traditional 
subject. In the past, the subjects are more focused on textbook knowledge, but Liberal 
Studies is more focused on skills, such as learning critical thinking. It requires students to 
use their skills rather than their knowledge in the examination, which is difficult for them to 
grasp those ideas. That’ s why they will not feel they have learnt something from the lesson, 
which causes them to worry about the examination” 
 
At the later part of the interview, researcher had mentioned that there were 5 participants who 
expressed that they desired to study Liberal Studies even it would become a elective subject, yet 
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all of them did agreed that they faced learning difficulties in Liberal Studies, and also they had 
negative pressures into the learning of Liberal Studies. Then, researcher invited Liberal Studies 
teacher to express the ways to help them. T1, one of the Liberal Studies explained that: 
 “It is faith... I think there is a misunderstanding, a myth in their mind, they always think 
that they need to memorize a lot of information, or they listen from other’s saying about 
how to study Liberal Studies…But what we observed from the markers’ meeting, actually 
the public examination is not to test the memorization of the student, but to test how the 
students solve the problems, analyze the data and how they think from different 
perspective…Changing their mind is the critical factors, telling them Liberal Studies is not 
that…” 
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Figure 4.2.12 shows that there were only 12% and 9% of the participant hoped that teacher 
should put more emphasis on teaching examination skills and content knowledge in the future 
teaching respectively. Most of the participants expected their teacher to teach non-examination 
related knowledge. 23% and 21% of the participant hoped that teacher should put more 
emphasis on teaching knowledge related to their real life and generic skills respectively.   
 
Interview 
The interview findings corroborated the questionnaire results in that some of the participants 
would not expected their teacher put emphasis on teaching them examination skills and content 
knowledge. All interviewees pointed out that they enjoy having Liberal Studies lessons in a 
rather relaxing mode and did not prefer teacher put most of the time in teaching examination-
related knowledge. As told by the interviewee-S2, he disagreed that the lesson put most of the 
time on teaching examination skills. S2 shared that: 
“If every lesson is teaching examination skills will make the atmosphere of the lesson very 
nervous, and let the students to feel that tomorrow will be the examination, students then 
cannot learn happily in lesson…. I think each lesson should allow students to look at some 
video talking about the daily news, and then analyze certain main points behind the news, 
but not just looking at the information which is full of texts.” 
 
Another interviewee-S1 also suggests some opinions about what to teach and how to teach in 
Liberal Studies lessons. S1 suggested that: 
 “In Liberal Studies lessons, teacher should focus on explaining vocabularies (concepts), 
more than examination and let the students understand the vocabularies, the knowledge 
about the daily life and current affairs. In other words, it is no matter how many students 
can write, and how many arguments they have, students have to first understand the entire 
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story of the whole incident. Generally, students will briefly look at the surface of one 
incident, but they have not look at the in-depth questions behind the incident…. 
Furthermore, like the incident of Hong Kong dock strike, students are allowed to go to 
Kwan Tsing Container Terminal and have firsthand experience about the incident, or in the 
past there was a controversial matter about Moral and National Education, the 
school/teachers should lead students to go out to experience and feel, rather than just 
explore the incident by watching video clips…Also like the June 4 Incident, students are 
only able to understand the incident by some fragments, but if the students have a 
personally experience to feel, and to go the Victoria Park to mourn the incident, the feeling 
of the students might probably be different since they are seeing the first-hand information, 
not those information given by teacher, wrote or shoot by others, therefore if the students 
are given first-hand experiences, they will have another round of feelings.” 
 
At the later part of the interview, S1 had also expressed her personal opinions towards the role 
of Liberal Studies teacher. S1 said the: 
“In fact, I think it is not about what Liberal Studies teacher taught in lesson, but how 
students themselves to discover (acquire) knowledge. Students cannot solely rely on the 
knowledge from textbooks or teachers. In fact, teacher is only a facilitator, to facilitate 
student’s learning,… it  depends on student’s motivation of learning.” 
 
From the interview, Liberal Studies teachers heard some opinions about the expectations of 
learning from the students. Researcher then asked Liberal Studies teachers to share their further 
response on students’ expectations in order to construct better lessons. T1, one of the Liberal 
Studies teachers shared that:  
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“I agree that teacher is only a facilitator, the ultimate goal is to inspire students how to 
learn…it is only a first step for us to teach some knowledge that related to them. In fact, our 
ultimate goal is not to teach them knowledge that related to them, but lead them to widely 
see the world. Even they think certain matter/knowledge do not relate to them, we… as the 
teacher requires to make those things relate to them…. I think the ultimate goal of 
education is to broaden student’s horizons, that is, at first they think some of the 
information and knowledge that is not related to them, but in the end, we hope that they will 
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What is the school strategy in implementing the Liberal Studies curriculum? In what ways 
can the implemented curriculum cope with the demand of public examination? 
The above findings showed the impact of Liberal Studies public examination on student’s 
learning process and outcomes, yet it still cannot fully reflect on the impact of the public 
examination on teachers’ teaching in Liberal Studies, therefore the followings are the details of 
the school strategy in implementing the Liberal Studies curriculum.  
 




Question 28: I think the teacher's teaching puts emphasis on teaching examination-related knowledge. 
Question 29: I think the teacher's teaching puts emphasis on training students to do past examination papers or discuss past 
examination paper  
Question 30: I think teacher's teaching can help me to cope with the needs of the public examination. 
Question 31: I think teacher tends to use single method to teach students in various topics. (For example: more using direct 
teaching but lack of discussions or using more discussions but lack of direct teaching) 
Question 32: I think teacher's teaching allows me to focus on both the learning process and learning outcomes. 
Question 33: I think teacher's teaching puts more emphasis on teaching content knowledge. 
Question 34: I think teacher's teaching puts more emphasis on teaching theoretical knowledge. 
Question 35: I think teacher's teaching put more emphasis on teaching the knowledge that is related to real life. 
Question 36: I think teacher's teaching put more emphasis on teaching the knowledge that is related to students' personal 
growth / development. 
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 As already mentioned at the first part of the findings, most of the participants admitted that 
public examination is important to them, especially the result of the public examination because 
it affects their further study and future prospects. Participants also agreed that they have 
requested their teachers to teach more examination-related knowledge. So, do the needs of them 
towards public examination affect the school strategy in implementing the Liberal Studies 
curriculum? Does the school strategy in implementing the Liberal Studies curriculum cope with 
the needs of the participants? From the Figure 4.2.13, 53% of the participants thought that 
teacher's teaching was able to help them to cope with the needs of the public examination, only 
12% of the participants dissatisfied with the teacher’s teaching in helping them to cope with the 
needs of public examination.  
 
Regarding the Liberal Studies teachers’ teaching in school, Figure 4.2.13 shows that 39% of the 
participants thought that their teacher put emphasis on teaching examination-related knowledge, 
but about 42% of the participants hold neutral stance towards this teaching methods. 34% of the 
participants thought that their teacher put emphasis on training students to do past examination 
papers or discuss past examination paper, but 39% of the participants hold neutral stance 
towards this teaching methods. 41% of the participants thought that their teacher put emphasis 
on teaching content knowledge, but over 50% of the participants hold neutral stance towards 
this teaching methods.  41% of the participants thought that their teacher put emphasis on 
teaching theoretical knowledge, but 52% of the participants hold neutral stance towards this 
teaching methods. 42% of the participants thought that their teacher put emphasis on teaching 
the knowledge that is related to real life, but there were also 42% of the participants hold neutral 
stance towards this teaching methods. 39% of the participants thought that their teacher put 
emphasis on teaching the knowledge that is related to students' personal growth / development, 
but there were about 47% of the participants hold neutral stance towards this teaching methods. 
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In short, there were not a big difference among these seven teaching methods reflected from 
participants’ feedbacks, participants thought that teacher’s teaching were even distributed 
among these seven teaching methods. However, there were over 30% of the participants hold 
neutral stance for each teaching methods, which means participants themselves might not clear 
how their teacher teach during Liberal Studies lessons.  
 
Interview 
Since the students have a weak sense in what their teachers have taught in Liberal Studies 
lessons, the researcher interviewed Liberal Studies teachers and asked their teaching 
methodology and how they concern about public examination.  A Liberal Studies teacher, T1 
has explained that: 
“ For the teaching methods, we are constantly changing. By the beginning of the first year 
of the NSS Liberal Studies, teachers were not very clear and very nervous about the six 
modules, what we should teach… how to teach…what knowledge should be teach. 
Unfortunately, we thought that the results sound bad. A few years later, especially when the 
HKEAA has published the practice papers and past papers, we discovered that… we are 
constantly thinking how to teach... Can we teach Liberal Studies with new methods but not 
only using those examination papers and textbooks, and at the time those new methods can 
also able to train student’s thinking, nurture them to see the world widely…. Maybe we can 
let students to have more personally experience in learning, encourage them to collect 
information (or acquire knowledge) by their own. I think our teaching methods are 
constantly changing. Furthermore, it is also a good thing that the school because they can 
bring us new ideas, and let us reflect on our own teaching methods, is there anything we 
have to change? Are there any new teaching methods can be injected into our teaching, and 
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eventually helps students truly to become an active learner, rather we continue to provide 
knowledge to them?” 
 
Another Liberal Studies teacher, T3 has also expressed that their teaching is also need to 
consider students’ future. T3 claimed that: 
“Although the mission of the school is to develop students’ talents in art, creative industries 
as well as the culture field, since we are all in this education mechanism, we cannot be 
irresponsible…we need to think their future, such as whether they are really able to enter 
the university. Although the selling point of the school is the CPOP- the school-based 
curriculum, yet we cannot ignore Chinese, English those subject… we will also pay 
attention to the examination techniques.” 
 
What is the role of Liberal Studies in the overall curriculum of the school, given that the 
school has a special mission to devote to arts, media and design education, and committed to 
the nurturing of talents for the creative industries as well as the art and culture field? 
In the Chapter 1, researcher has mentioned that it is a school that devotes to arts, media and 
design education, so it creates its owns school-based curriculum, that is, named CPOP, 
simultaneously it also follows the NSS curriculum in school, which means the school adopts 
two curriculums at the same time. In the interview, the researcher had an opportunity to ask the 
reasons why the school adopts both curriculums but not just using their own school-based 
curriculum, and T1, one of the Liberal Studies teachers claimed that: 
“Because if the school do not have HKDSE courses, it is difficult to attract student to study. 
Or the school can adopt IB (i.e. International school curriculum). The school must require 
choosing either one curriculum. In reality, there is no school adopts neither IB nor NSS 
curriculum.” 
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Since the teachers claimed that the mission of the school is to develop students’ talents in art, 
creative industries as well as the culture field, and the reasons of adopting NSS curriculum is to 
attract the students to study, thus the researcher are interested in asking teachers about the role 
of Liberal Studies in this school. T1, one of the Liberal Studies teachers continue to explain that: 
“ In fact, Liberal Studies has been offered to students to learn since the foundation of the 
school… We thought that students are required to care and know what is happening in the 
community since it is one of the elements important to arts education. Many creations come 
from a lot of issues in the community, and we do not want the students only focus on 
personal feeling…you can observe that there are a lot of art works, which relate to the 
community, they are the irony of the today’s society. That’s why our school are so focused 
on Liberal Studies, in fact, it often relates to the arts.” 
 
In order to make clearer about the school strategy in implementing the Liberal Studies 
curriculum, the researcher examined minutely the factor affect teacher to design a curriculum in 
school, to examine whether they put more emphasis on the needs of the students, helping them 
to develop their talents, or they give most attention to equip students with the knowledge and 
skills that the society is currently demanding. T1, one of the Liberal Studies teachers explained 
that: 
 “I think it is not the case for this school. I think that now the society needs someone who is 
from the business sector or professional. Instead, we expect to cultivate a group of students 
who is not “too” mainstream, and they are able to change this place we lived. The values 
that we bring to them may not necessarily be the values that the society accepts. Therefore, 
I don’t think that the needs of the society would change our values instill into student’s 
mind.” 
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4.3 Relationship between Liberal Studies learning and other subjects learning 
As stated at the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6)(Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967), Liberal Studies is a subject that widen students’ knowledge base and enrich their 
social awareness,  positive values and attitude towards life through a wide range of study in 
different issues, and most importantly to help students to connect knowledge and concepts 
across different disciplines. So, the researcher would like to investigate the relationship between 
learning Liberal Studies and other subjects and at the mean time to examine how the learning in 
Liberal Studies can help student to learn other subjects or vice versa, learning from other 
subjects can help students to learn Liberal Studies. Furthermore, the researcher also explores the 
role of Liberal Studies teachers to maximize students’ learning in Liberal Studies and other 
subjects. 
 




Question 42a: Compares with other subjects, teacher uses more interesting and interactive teaching methods to teach Liberal 
Studies 
Question 42b: Compares with other subjects, the learning in Liberal Studies is closer to daily life issues  
Question 42c: Compares with other subjects, the learning in Liberal Studies is more likely to reflect my strengths, and benefit 
to my personal development. 
Question 42d: Compares with other subjects, the learning in Liberal Studies is more likely to help me to get a sense of 
academic achievement. 
Question 42e. Compares with other subjects, the learning in Liberal Studies requires me to spend more time and energy to 
study 
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Figure 4.3.1 shows that 47% of the participants agreed/strongly agreed that compares with other 
subjects, teacher used more interesting and interactive teaching methods to teach Liberal 
Studies, but around 36% of the participants neither agreed nor disagreed to this saying. 64% of 
the participants thought that the learning in Liberal Studies is closer to daily life issues then the 
learning in other subjects. Regarding the time spent in studying Liberal Studies, half of them 
claimed that the learning in Liberal Studies requires them to spend more time and energy to 
study comparing with other subjects. However, relatively fewer participant (only 31%) thought 
that the learning in Liberal Studies is more likely to reflect their strengths, benefit to their 
personal development and eventually help them to get a sense of academic achievement when 
comparing with other subjects. The other way round, 49% and 42% of them agreed nor 
disagreed that the learning in Liberal Studies is more likely to reflect their strengths, benefit to 
their personal development and eventually help them to get a sense of academic achievement 
when comparing with other subjects.  
 





Question 43. Liberal Studies should be able to help students to connect knowledge and concepts across different disciplines. 
Question 44. I have the opportunity to connect knowledge and concepts across different disciplines. 
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Regarding the connection of knowledge and concepts across different disciplines (see Figure 
4.3.2), only 32% of the participants thought that Liberal Studies should be able to help students 
to connect knowledge and concepts across different discipline, and also there were only 32% of 
the participants had the opportunity to connect knowledge and concepts across different 
disciplines in their actual learning. Yet, most of them possessed neutral stances towards these 
two questions, which means they could not figure out whether their learning in Liberal Studies 
could or could not achieve the above statements. In short, it shows that the aim of Liberal 
Studies which stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-
6)(2007) (see Figure 1.1), could not be successfully carried out in school. Liberal Studies could 
not really help students to connect knowledge and concepts across different disciplines in their 
actual learning. 
 





Question 47. I should be able to apply the knowledge and concepts that I learnt from other subjects to enrich the learning of 
Liberal Studies. 
Question 48. I have applied the knowledge and concepts that I learnt from other subjects to enrich the learning of Liberal 
Studies.  
Question 50. I have applied the knowledge and concepts that I learnt from Liberal Studies to enrich the learning of other 
subjects. 
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Regarding the interrelationship of learning Liberal Studies and other subjects (see Figure 4.3.3), 
32% of the participants agreed/strongly agreed that they should be able to apply the knowledge 
and concepts that they learnt from other subjects to enrich the learning of Liberal Studies, while  
46% of them possessed neutral stances towards this saying. Yet, there were only 20 % of them 
have applied the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from other subjects to enrich the 
learning of Liberal Studies in their actual learning. Refer to the Appendix D (Question 45&49), 
although the response rate is low, it showed that participants thought that they were mainly able 
to learn the writing skills and thinking skills from the other subjects to enrich the learning of 
Liberal Studies in their learning. QPS 55 expressed that what he learnt from the study of 
Chinese Literature helps him to be sensitive to all the external things and, and those skills could 
apply to enrich the learning of Liberal Studies in his actual learning. The other way round, 25% 
of them have applied the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from Liberal Studies to enrich 
the learning of other subjects. Refer to the Appendix D (Question 51&52), although the 
response rate is also low, it showed that participants thoughts that they were mainly able to learn 
the thinking skills, problem-solving skills, critical thinking skills and the current affairs from 
Liberal Studies to enrich the learning of other subjects in their learning. QPS 17 said that what 
she learnt about GDP and the concept of demand and supply from globalization in Module 4 
could help her to related and applied those knowledge and concepts in learning Economic. QPS 
18 claimed that she learnt the thinking skills through learning Liberal Studies, and those skills 
could be applied to the subject of Design and Applied Technology. 
 
In short, the above findings show that although the participants thought that they were able to 
apply the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from other subjects to enrich the learning of 
Liberal Studies, they might face some difficulties in their actual learning situation that caused 
them fail to achieve it eventually. Participants comparatively had more experiences in applying 
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the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from Liberal Studies to enrich the learning of other 
subjects than applying the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from other subjects to enrich 
the learning of Liberal Studies in their actual learning. 
 
Interview 
From the interview, the researcher invited some students to express their own experience in the 
application of knowledge in different subjects. S1 shared that: 
“Actually, I think the knowledge I learnt from Liberal Studies is able to connect with the 
CPOP courses. For example, the concepts about rich and poverty and populism can be 
always reflected from the student’ products in FDA. For example, we went to the 
demonstration outside the government headquarters; our FDA students shot a file to reflect 
the social problems… Furthermore, we have to analyze the data when conducting an IES, 
and those skills are related to the knowledge of Mathematics. The writing skills learnt from 
Liberal Studies can be also applied to the Chinese subject.” 
 
S3, another Form 6 students echoed to S1’s response and said: 
 “When I design a artwork, multiple analysis is needed because it can increase the level of 
my product. For example, I will link up that artwork to different social issues, also I will 
adopt the thinking skills that I learnt from Liberal Studies to analyze my own idea…” 
 
Besides asking the opinions from students, the researcher also invited Liberal Studies teacher to 
express his ideas. T3, one of the Liberal Studies teachers claimed that he will think how to 
teacher in order to maximize students’ learning in Liberal Studies and other subjects. He 
expressed that it is difficult to teach if he doesn't relate any relevant knowledge of other subjects 
to Liberal Studies. Furthermore, he explained that teacher would under pressure when their 
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teaching doesn’t help students to learn, most importantly since the school does not use 
textbooks; teachers require spending sometime on designing what to teach and how to teach.  
 
Phone & Email Interview 
In order to deeply examine how the learning in Liberal Studies can help student to learn other 
subjects or vice versa, learning from other subjects can help students to learn Liberal Studies. 
Researcher conducted a phone interview with T3, and email interview with T1, two of the 
Liberal Studies teachers. They gave more concert ideas about student’s learning in Liberal 
Studies to other subjects. T3 explained that: 
“I cannot claim that students do not apply what they learnt from Liberal Studies to other 
subjects, but personally I think not many students can do so. The knowledge learnt from 
Liberal Studies is difficult to apply to the subjects like Chinese Language. But some issues 
that discussed in Liberal Studies lesson can be reflected on students’ creation. …Yet, I think 
not many students can do so. Students are not really able to digest or integrate what they 
learnt from one subject to another subject.” 
 
However, T1 has another ideas towards the student’s learning from Liberal Studies to other 
subjects. 
 “Often. In fact, the ultimate goal of having Liberal Studies in this school is to encourage 
students to create more critical artworks through caring the community. For example, 
students in FDA has tried to use scavengers elderly as the subject and shot documentaries 
and then made them into animation. Also, we are particularly concerned about the event of 
Choi Yuen Village before, and students produced some posters, model, etc. And those 
examples can show how students applied their learning from Liberal Studies to other 
subjects, such as FDA.” 
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When asking about how student relate their knowledge from other subject to Liberal Studies, T3 
agreed that most of his students could apply the knowledge from VA/DAT to Liberal Studies 
when conducting their IES research. He further explained that students had conducted certain 
research in Kowloon City and some of the students would use that information to continue their 
IES research.  He also recommended his students to do so because that they could use same 
kind of information to finish more than one project. Another Liberal Studies teacher,  T1 also 
shared that: 
“From my observation, students who learn VA and FDA are sensitive to image than other 
students. Therefore, they can a better understanding when watching documentary, they are 
more able to see the message behind the documentary…it is easier for them to understand 
the content and grab the message bring by the comic in Liberal Studies.” 
 
From the observation on the survey and interview, researcher found that the teachers see the 
possibility of that what learnt in LS can be useful in other subjects, but the students do not, 
which means that there is a gap in the perception between teachers and students, and T1 tried to 
explain that: 
“It is normal to see the gap. Since the education systems and the school timetable have 
allocation the knowledge into Chinese, English, Mathematics, Liberal Studies, and other 
disciplines, it seems like the knowledge is independent to each other. When the school bell 
rings, students will change the learning from one subject to another subject. Furthermore, 
the assessment of each subject are presented separately, each has an own requirement. At 
the student level, they do not know how to link up the knowledge from different disciplines, 
and in their eyes Liberal Studies is about the knowledge about Hong Kong, China and 
global, and they always ignore the generic skills such as critical thinking, which also learnt 
from Liberal Studies.” 
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He also explained the difficulties causing such gap and how the gap can possibly be addressed. 
He continued to explain: 
 “If the school fails to address the gap and unchanged the timetable, eventually less 
communication and contact between the disciplines. Furthermore, the assessment methods 
are still remain unchanged, and most importantly the teachers are not actively to break the 
traditional frame of their teaching, in the eyes of students, different disciplines can never 
link up together...in order to address the gap, I think project-based learning can help. 
Through the inquiry process, students can seek a wide range of knowledge. Like their study 
about the development of Kowloon City, they applied what they taught from Chinese, 
English, History, Geography and other knowledge during the process of conducting the 
project.  And I think that kind of learning can break the learning mode of discipline-
oriented lesson. ” 
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Chapter 5 Discussion  
A quick reference to the main proposes of the study can facilitate the discussion that follows. The 
proposes are: 
1. To find out the impacts of public examination on student’s learning; 
2. To examine the impacts of Public examination on teacher’s teaching; 
3. To investigate the interrelationship of student’s learning in Liberal Studies and other 
subjects. 
 
Impacts of Public examination on student’s learning and teacher’s teaching 
General impacts on student’s learning 
Most of the participants in this study admitted that that public examination accounts for a 
significant influence in education system in Hong Kong. Same as the studies from 
Biggs(1998),Cheng(1997) and Pong &Chow(2002), Hong Kong education system is still 
being highly selective, and much of the selection is conducted within an examination 
system. Simultaneously, the participants also agreed that public examination is important to 
them, especially the result of the public examination because it affects their further study 
and future prospects. This finding of the present study corresponds to the studies carried out 
by Dore(1976), Karabulut(2007), Madaus(1988) & Shohamy(2000), which claimed that the 
examination is a very powerful instrument, which able to determine the future of the 
individuals, such as the contribution to selection, retention and promotion, a door opened to 
further job opportunities and also being a predictor of future success.  
 
Function of examination 
Interestingly, though most of the participants agreed that public examination is important to 
them, half of the participant disagree/strongly disagree that the public examination is a fair 
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mechanism for assessing students’ level and the education in Hong Kong is seen as a mean 
to social mobility. It is noted that participant’s perception towards the function of 
examination comes in the reverse direction as what the literature or the research suggest. As 
pointed out by Pong & Chow(Pong & Chow, 2002), education is seen as a main vehicle for 
social mobility and examinations grades is the main source of recognition that assigns each 
person a position in relation to others, yet from the case of this study, half of the participant 
hold different points of views against what the literature suggest.  
 
The washback effect on student’s learning 
Participants in this study also agreed that they have requested their teachers to teach more 
examination-related knowledge. Since students placed importance on public examination, 
they expected their teacher to teach according what their wants and needs, which means 
examination drives students what and how to learn.  Same as what Pearson(1988) , 
indicated that in the study, it is generally accepted that public examinations influence the 
attitudes, behaviour, and the motivation of learners. Biggs(1998), also pointed out that 
testing controls not only the curriculum, but also the teaching methods and students’ 
learning strategies. Regarding the learner’s learning style, the present study is keeping with 
the study from Alderson and Wall (1993), who emphasize that washback is demonstrated in 
behavioral and attitudinal changes in learners, that is, the test will influence what /how 
learners learn and the attitudes to the content and method of learning.  
 
Pressures from school-related problems 
In additional, according to Stark et al(1989), Spirito, Stark, Grace & Stamoulis(1991) and 
Puskar & Lam(1991), school-related problems frequently reported during early middle 
adolescence, and the specific problems in school are more about examinations and grades. 
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Chan(1995) and Violato(1995), noted that Hong Kong adolescents regarded grades and 
examination as their great concern or the most stressful event in school. That’s why 
majority of the participants expressed that they are given negative pressure on learning 
under the influence of public examination, which also affected their motivation of learning. 
The result is not consistent with the studies by Pan(2009) and Pearson(1988), the public 
examination is not able to motivate them to worker harder, instead give them negative 
during the learning process.  
 
In generally, as stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 
4-6)(2007), in order to ensure the assessment can motivate, promote and monitor student 
learning, in the meantime, it can also assess in ways that are fair and not biases against 
particular groups of students, there are public examination and school-based assessment 
(SBA). Yet, it is noted that participant’s perception towards public examination and the 
washback effect of assignment comes in the reverse direction as what the literature or the 
research suggest. To a certain extent, participants did not agree that public examination is a 
fair mechanism to assess students’ level of learning, and also the washback effect of 
assessment could not really motivate student’s learning.  
 
The impacts of Liberal Studies public examination on student’s learning 
Student’s difficulties of learning Liberal Studies  
From the observation of questionnaire Q.38 and Q.40, more than 40% of the participants 
agreed/strongly agreed they had difficulties when learning Liberal Studies, and more than 
50% of them agreed/disagreed that they had negative pressures into learning Liberal 
Studies.  
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The participants expressed that their difficulties are mainly because (1) they had difficulties 
in answering questions, since there was no standard answers and no clear guidelines on 
answering questions; (2) Some of them even thought that they had little knowledge of 
current affairs; (3) they admitted that the knowledge learnt from Liberal Studies is 
uninteresting and not much use for them in the future; and (4) they claimed that they need 
to study a wide range of contents.  
 
Student’s negative pressure of learning Liberal Studies  
The participants also explained that their negative pressures are mainly came from (1) 
examination, they are afraid that they might fail in examination and some might even they 
that their learning is just for assessment; (2) due to the examination, they were required to 
do plenty of exercise, thus heavy workload was mainly the negative pressures into learning 
Liberal Studies; and (3) the negative pressures were also coming from their personal ability 
in learning and low interest in learning. 
 
Student’s difficulties and negative pressure of learning Liberal Studies 
In addition, there were 13 participants who had difficulties in learning Liberal Studies and 
at the same time they were under negative pressure into learning Liberal Studies. It shows 
that participants faced learning difficulty in Liberal Studies will also possibly faced 
negative pressures into learning Liberal Studies.  
 
Interestingly, among the three questions (Q.25, 38 &40) which asked the participant the 
desire to study Liberal Studies, the difficulties of learning Liberal Studies, and the negative 
pressures into the learning of Liberal Studies, there were 5 participants who expressed that 
they desired to study Liberal Studies even it would become an elective subject, yet all of 
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them did agreed that they faced learning difficulties in Liberal Studies, and also they had 
negative pressures into the learning of Liberal Studies, and those difficulties and negative 
pressures were all about examination-related problems..  
 
It showed even the participants believed that Liberal Studies does not need to learn by rote, 
helps them to know more about the current affairs/world and teach them how to think from 
different perspectives, yet in the reality by the common practice for the (public) 
examination, they are asked to finish two-paper written examination and those questions 
usually are unpredictable without any standard answers under a wide range of learning 
syllabus, which means it is impossible for them to memorize all the knowledge that they 
learnt and then go for the examination, thus it is understandable why they all worried about 
their results of the examination.  
 
The present study falls into chime with the literature that participates cared a lot about 
‘correct’ answers and ‘high’ test scores in the academic subject areas(Ng, 2004). According 
to Ryan’s study, which cited in Yung(2007), showed that the student’s beliefs affected the 
strategies they used to carry out various academic tasks and how these strategies 
significantly affected their academic performance(Ryan, 1984). From the above findings, it 
is obvious that participants placed importance on examination-related matter, therefore they 
would tend to learn something according what is examined, and unfortunately they 
encountered most of the difficulties were about examination-related matter, thus they were 
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The impacts of Liberal Studies public examination on teacher’s learning 
Washback effect on teacher’s teaching 
From the findings of questionnaire, 68% of participants thought that public examination 
drives teachers what to teach, while 61% of the participants thought that teacher's teaching 
methods are dominated by public examination. Does the public examination really bring 
effects to the teachers? The participants in this study admitted that they have requested their 
teachers to teach more examination-related knowledge. Therefore, It is observed that 
teachers are also given pressure on their teaching due to the public examination. Since 
students placed importance on public examination, teachers will then teach according what 
their students want, which means examination drives teachers what and how to teach.  
Same as what Pearsons(1988) indicated that in the study, it is generally accepted that public 
examinations influence the attitudes, behaviour, and the motivation of teachers. 
Biggs(1998), also pointed out that testing controls not only the curriculum, but also the 
teaching methods. 
 
From the interviews, three Liberal Studies teachers all agreed that the public examination 
affect their teaching methods or materials they selected to use. As suggested by one of the 
teachers, he claimed that he had to discuss more about examination since his students have 
a rather serious problem in writing and they are unfamiliar with the issues about Liberal 
Studies. “…Inevitably we will design some discussion questions during lessons, which 
follow the pattern of questioning in public examination towards certain issues…”said by 
one of the Liberal Studies. The result is consistent with the study by Cheng that it would be 
natural for teachers to employ activities similar to those activities required in the 
examination(Cheng, 1997).  
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Regarding the negative pressure faced by the participants, Liberal Studies teachers 
generally showed the understanding to students’ worries about the public examination. 
However, one of the Liberal Studies teachers explained that Liberal Studies is different 
from other subject. This subject is not what student learnt or memorized, and then the 
examination will test the same kind of content. Furthermore, Liberal Studies is different 
from the previous learning mode and the subject nature is unlike the traditional subject. In 
the past, the subjects are more focused on textbook knowledge, but Liberal Studies is more 
focused on skills, such as learning critical thinking. It requires students to use their skills 
rather than their knowledge in the examination.  
 
Opinions of students towards the implemented Liberal Studies curriculum in school   
Student’s expectation from teacher’s teaching in Liberal Studies 
The findings reflected that although more than 40% of participants agreed/strongly agreed 
they had difficulties in learning Liberal Studies, more than 50% of them agreed that they 
had negative pressures into learning Liberal Studies. And mostly important those 
difficulties and negative pressures mainly came from (public) examination. However, some 
of the participants would not expected their teacher put emphasis on teaching them 
examination skills and content knowledge in their future teaching, but hoped that their 
teacher can help them the knowledge related to their real life, such as current affairs, and 
generic skills, which means that although they agreed that the result of the public 
examination is important to them, and their learning are affected by the public examination, 
they do hope that examination will not drive teaching and learning in the future.  
 
To a certain extent, the views of most of the participants are quite similar with the aims of 
Liberal Studies curriculum(2007), which means they hope their teachers can enhance their 
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understanding of themselves, society, nation, the human world and the physical 
environment through their teaching rather than just focus one teaching examination-related 
knowledge. Regarding the generic skills, the participants also eager to develop more skills 
for life-long learning, including critical thinking skills, creativity, problem-solving skills, 
communication skills and information technology skills through learning Liberal Studies, 
rather than just focus one learning examination-related skills.  
 
From the interview, all interviewees pointed out that they enjoy having Liberal Studies 
lessons in a rather relaxing mode and did not prefer teacher put most of the time in teaching 
examination-related knowledge. They all agreed that teacher should focus on teaching 
student the concepts/vocabularies, the knowledge about the daily life and current affairs, 
instead of focus on teaching something about examination.  
 
The result is also in line with Dewey’s ideal view of education. He truly believed that 
individuals had to learn from experience(Walker & Soltis, 2004). The interviewees agreed 
that the school/teacher should allow students to learn from experience, rather than just 
explore the knowledge by given by teacher, wrote or shoot by others. Students who are 
given first-hand experiences in learning probably have another round of feelings. 
 
Student’s perception towards the aims of Liberal Studies and the achievement of the 
aims in their actual learning in Liberal Studies 
Among the fives aims of Liberal Studies stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum and 
Assignment guide(Curriculum Development Council, 2007), participants thought that 
Liberal Studies is more able to enhance students’ understanding of themselves, their 
society, their nation and the human world but is less able to help students develop positive 
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values and attitude towards life and nurture and improve student’s language and writing 
skills. There was a gap between participants’ ideality of what should Liberal Studies be and 
the reality which they were able to achieved in Liberal Studies. Even they thought that 
Liberal Studies should be able to help students to achieve those aims, the results of the 
questionnaire shown that they might not able to achieve those aims in their reality of 
learning.  
 
Furthermore, as stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assignment guide, 
participants thought that Liberal Studies is more able to develop in students a skill of 
critical thinking for life-long learning but is less able to develop in students a skill of 
creativity and a skill of information technology for life-long learning. There was also a gap 
between participants’ ideality of what should Liberal Studies be and the reality which they 
were able to achieved in Liberal Studies.  
 
Regarding the assessment of Liberal Studies, it was obvious that majority of the 
participants possessed negative perception towards the public examination. Most of the 
participants agreed that conducting IES is more effective than taking public examination to 
achieve the aims of Liberal Studies and also to develop the generic skills. Most importantly, 
there were quite a lot of participants possessed neutral stances towards those aims of 
Liberal Studies and the five generic skills for life-long learning. It showed that participant 
might not sure what kind of skills they have learnt during Liberal Studies.   
 
Furthermore, the interview findings corroborated the questionnaire results in that most of 
the participants agreed that conducting IES is more effective than taking public 
examination to achieve those skills. As told by the interviewees, they believed that testing 
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student’s ability solely through examinations is not a fair way. Also, they claimed that 
conducting IES is more efficacious than taking public examination to helps students to 
build a high-order of thinking and analytic skills. “IES is a best project to let students to 
understand what is analysis, how to find data and analyze data.” Students are given deeper 
understanding of certain knowledge while conducting the whole process of learning, and 
those learning are not necessarily limited to public examinations.  
 
According to Goodlad’s Five Levels of Curriculum, he assumed that the implemented 
curriculum often different from the ideal or formal curriculum, and the perceived and 
implemented curricula vary from the conception of persons who plan the curriculum 
innovation(S. S. Y. Yeung & Lam, 2008). Furthermore, teachers usually do not fully stick 
to the formal curriculum but they implement their own version of curriculum with their 
own conception or interpretation. Thus, the theory might be one of the reasons to explain 
why there was a gap between participants’ ideality of what should Liberal Studies be and 
the reality which they were able to achieved in their learning. Thus, the present study is 
keeping with the studies done by Calderhead, Byran & Atwater, Levitt, (Byran & Atwater, 
2002; Calderhead, 1996; Levitt, 2001) and has shown that the way teachers understand 
their subject affects the way they teach, and eventually students will go through an 
“experiential curriculum”, which delivered by teachers. 
 
Teacher’s perceptions towards the aims of Liberal Studies 
Although the researcher did not require Liberal Studies teachers to answer the same set of 
questionnaire about the aims of Liberal Studies, researcher had asked the Liberal Studies 
teachers to explain their points of views towards certain findings based on the participants’ 
responses towards the aims of Liberal Studies. From the findings of the questionnaire, 
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researcher found that participants are less able to develop in creativity and information 
technology skills when studying Liberal Studies. The Liberal Studies teachers thought that 
the reason behind was because students had too idealistic views or different interpretation 
on the words “creativity” and “Information technology skills”. They explained that their 
students might misunderstand the words. Yet, they believed that problem solving and 
creativity are aligned, how student solve a problem is actually reflecting their creativity in 
thinking a new way to solve the problem. 
 
School strategies in implementing the Liberal Studies curriculum in school  
From the study, a Liberal Studies teacher explained that at the beginning of the first year of 
the NSS Liberal Studies, they were not very clear and very nervous about the six modules 
because they did not have direction on teaching, and at the end their students got poor 
results in Liberal Studies. Yet, he claimed that after observing the Liberal Studies practice 
papers and past papers in these few years, they are constantly thinking how to teach Liberal 
Studies. He agreed that using examination papers and textbook is not the only way to teach 
Liberal Studies, and he suggested that teachers should employ different new methods to 
train student’s think, and nurture them to see the world widely.  
 
Furthermore, another Liberal Studies teacher also expressed that their teaching also need to 
consider students’ future. Although the mission of the school is to develop students’ in art, 
creative industries as well as culture field, as a school under the Hong Kong education 
system, they have the responsible to think about student’s future, that is about their further 
study and job opportunities, thus the school will not ignore the NSS curriculum, as a 
teacher, he has to pay attention to student’s examination techniques. 
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The study has shown that the school pays attentions on student’s examination and the 
future of the students. At the beginning of the first year of the NSS Liberal Studies, Liberal 
Studies teachers might still employed washback approach on learning. The result is also in 
line with Shohamy(1996) that teacher are high anxiety, fear and pressure to cover the 
materials since they felt that their job performance was assessed by students’ test scores. In 
additional, the result of the study is same as what Cheng (1997) mentioned that, full 
preparation of students for the examination is seen as the responsibility of teachers in Hong 
Kong, if the teachers have not done enough to familiarize their students with the 
examination formats, they would feel guilty. 
 
Regarding the teaching of diverse and low motivated students, Liberal Studies teachers 
have to use several methods to address their academic learning problems. From the findings 
of the questionnaire, teachers are actually facing a group of quite diverse students and many 
of them may not be highly motivated on academic work, especially for those who are 
uninteresting in learning due to the effect of public examination. Therefore, Liberal Studies 
teacher are required to employ different ways to motivate their students’ academic learning.  
 
Changing of teaching activities can be one of the ways to motivate students who are 
not/low motivated and at the same time deal with the diversity in the class. Group 
discussions, and debate were some of the teaching activities suggested by the Liberal 
Studies teacher after his few years teaching experience. He agreed that student’s ability in 
inquiry, logical reasoning, problem solving, and critical thinking cannot be solely trained 
by drilling papers. Adopting different teaching activities not only able to enhance students’ 
interests in learning, but also promote the cooperation among students and shorten the 
learning differences.  
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Learning from experience was another methods suggested by the Liberal Studies teacher 
because he believed that teacher is only a facilitator, and the ultimate goal of teaching is to 
inspire students how to learn, thus he agreed that if the teacher allows students to have 
more personally experience in learning, like bring them to have field trip, joining the 
parade/demonstration, it can arouse their motivation in learning, also encourage them to 
acquire knowledge by their own, and eventually helps students truly to become an active 
learner, rather then just provide knowledge to them.  
 
The result of the study has shown that, Liberal Studies teachers tend to de-emphasize on 
teaching examination-related knowledge or asking students to drill practice papers too often. 
From the interview, teachers in this school showed their understanding about the rationale 
of Liberal Studies, and willing to change their teaching methods regularly, in order to 
employ a best way to educate their students to train their thinking, and nurture them to see 
the world widely according to their diversity of learning ability. According to the studies, 
citied in Eshun (2013), have shown that teachers develop a subject understanding that is 
“broad and deep, enabling them to facilitate the building of similar connections in the 
minds of others(Calderhead, 1996)” which is consistent with the teachers in this school, 
hoping to use their understanding in Liberal Studies, and adopt different teaching 
strategy/activities to help students to understand the rationale of Liberal Studies, so as to 
clear their misunderstanding and myth in their mind that Liberal Studies requires students 
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The role of Liberal Studies in the overall curriculum of the school 
The curriculum adoption of the school 
Regarding the curriculum adoption of the school, as mentioned before, the school has a 
clear mission in arts, media and design education, so it creates its owns school-based 
curriculum, simultaneously it also follows the NSS curriculum in school, which means the 
school adopts two curriculums at the same time. The reason of adopts both curriculums but 
not just using their own school-based curriculum in school is due to the sustainability of the 
school. Although the school-based curriculum is the selling point of the school, it is 
difficult to attract students to study if the school does not adopt NSS curriculum or 
International school curriculum. Since it is a senior secondary school, which is under the 
Direct Subsidy Scheme of the government. The school has to recruit students and the 
amount of subsidies received from the government is largely depended on the number of 
students enrolled in the school. The potential risk of not enrolling sufficient students make 
the school to dismiss teachers and in worst case the school has to close. Hence, the school 
needs to adopt both curriculums. From the above situation, it is observed that the school is 
facing a tension between school mission and the dominant view of society. NSS curriculum 
is the major curriculum in Hong Kong, and HKDSE becomes the only public examination 
to student’s ability. As mentioned at the first part of this chapter, public examination still 
play an important role in Hong Kong education system, in order to recruit enough students 
and get the funding/subsidies from the government, the school has no reason to withdraw 
the NSS curriculum and adopts its own school-based curriculum, even the school does not 
emphasize on boosting student’s academic results in the public examination. 
The curriculum design of the school 
Regarding the curriculum design of the school, the school does not tend to design a 
curriculum that equips students with the knowledge and skills that the society is currently 
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demanding. It is obvious that the school emphasize more on the needs of students, helping 
them to develop their talents, such as the talent in arts and design. The values that the 
school brings to the students may not necessarily be the values that the society accepts. The 
school expects to cultivate a group of students who is not being classified as mainstream, 
and expect that they are able to change the place we lived. Therefore, it clearly shows that 
the school is not a mainstream school, which nurture students with knowledge and skills 
that the society is currently demanding.  
 
The role of the Liberal Studies  
Regarding the role of the Liberal Studies, teachers from this school believed that Liberal 
Studies play an important role in this senior secondary school. As mentioned before, the 
school has a clear mission in arts, media and design education, and the school believes that 
many creations of the art work come from a lot of issues in the community, thus Liberal 
Studies plays an important role to help student to care and know more about the community. 
Therefore, the school has offered Liberal Studies subject to students to learn when it was 
still an elective subjects.  
 
The study is in keeping with the Tyler’s rationale of making a curriculum. The school has 
shown that they have their own aims and objective- devoted in arts, media and design 
education, and committed to the nurturing of talents for the creative industries as well as 
the art and culture field - when constructing a curriculum, then the school will think about 
the kind of subject matter or experiences- Liberal Studies can help students to care and 
understand more about the community, so as to inspire students to create their own art 
works- that will most likely help students achieve those objectives, and put together 
programmatically- a compulsory subject in school-, and finally, they uses certain kind of 
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results to evaluate their curriculum- probably using the academic results to evaluate their 
effectiveness of the curriculum. 
 
The interrelationship of student’s learning in Liberal Studies and other subjects in the school 
The connection of knowledge and concepts across different disciplines 
Regarding the connection of knowledge and concepts across different disciplines (see 
Figure 4.3.2), not many participants believed that Liberal Studies should be able to help 
students to connect knowledge and concepts across different discipline. In reality, only one-
third of the participants had the opportunity to connect knowledge and concepts across 
different disciplines in their actual learning. It shows that the aim of Liberal Studies which 
stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6)(2007) (see 
Figure 1.1), could not be successfully carried out in school. Liberal Studies could not really 
help students to connect knowledge and concepts across different disciplines in their actual 
learning. 
 
The interrelationship of learning Liberal Studies and other subjects 
Regarding the interrelationship of learning Liberal Studies and other subjects, there were 
only 20 % of them have applied the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from other 
subjects to enrich the learning of Liberal Studies in their actual learning. The participants 
thought that they were mainly able to learn the writing skills and thinking skills from the 
other subjects to enrich the learning of Liberal Studies in their learning. The other way 
round, 25% of them have applied the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from Liberal 
Studies to enrich the learning of other subjects. The participants thoughts that they were 
mainly able to learn the thinking skills, problem-solving skills, critical thinking skills and 
the current affairs which learnt from Liberal Studies to enrich the learning of other subjects 
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in their learning. The above findings showed that participants comparatively had more 
experiences in applying the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from Liberal Studies 
to enrich the learning of other subjects in their actual learning. The result is also in line with 
Hayes(2010) that Liberal Studies which adopts the cross-curricular teaching is able to 
enhance student’s subject knowledge, and it also looks to develop general skills, cognitive 
understanding and creativity. 
 
From the observation on the survey and interview, the results appeared that the teachers see 
the possibility of that what learnt in LS can be useful in other subjects, but the students do 
not, which means that there is a gap in the perception between teachers and students. 
Teachers have given their explanations towards this gap. They claimed that it was hard for 
students to apply what they learnt from Liberal Studies to the language subject, such as 
Chinese. In addition, they believed that it is normal to see the gap, and they explained that 
the students were not really able to digest or integrate what they learnt from one subject to 
other subject was due to the education systems and the school timetable setting. Since the 
school timetable has allocated the knowledge into different subjects (disciplines), also the 
assessment of each subject are presented separately with an own requirement. It might give 
students an impressive that knowledge is independent to each other. The result is consistent 
with the study by Central Advisory Council for England (1967) that the rigid division of the 
curriculum into subjects interrupts student’s train of thought and interest. Furthermore, in 
the student’s level, they were not able to link up the knowledge from different subjects, and 
eventually there is even less communication and contact between different subjects if the 
school or teachers could not address gap appropriately, which is not benefited to student’s 
learning at all.  
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As stated in the Liberal Studies Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4-6)(2007) 
(see Figure 1.1), Liberal Studies is a response to the community’s expressed needs for a 
cross-curricular learning opportunity for all senior secondary students, together with the 
other core subjects and elective subjects, Liberal Studies helps students to connect 
knowledge and concepts across different disciplines, expand students’ perspectives beyond 
single disciplines and study a contemporary events which are not covered only in single 
disciplines. Yet, cross-curricular approach seems not successfully carried out by the school 
because the school may not provide active and experiential learning for students, and to a 
certain extent the school may not able to contribute towards a broad range of teaching and 
learning opportunities located within individual subject teaching, that is Liberal Studies, 
across subjects and in relationship to specific external curriculum themes or dimensions, 
and also develop meaningful co-operation and collaboration between staff leading to the 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Summary of Findings 
The study has found that the impact of public examination on student’s learning is negative. 
Although the students agreed that the result of the public examination is important to them since it 
affects their further study and future prospects. Yet they disagreed that the public examination is a 
fair mechanism for assessing students’ level and the education in Hong Kong is seen as a mean to 
social mobility.  
 
The study also demonstrated that there is washback effect in the school. Public examinations 
influence the attitudes, behaviour, and the motivation of learners and the teachers. Majority of the 
participants expressed that they are given negative pressure on learning under the influence of 
public examination, which also affected their motivation of learning, which means that the 
washback effect could not really motivate student’s learning. The purpose for them to take the 
public examination is to survive. Participants faced difficulties and under pressure in learning 
Liberal Studies. It is also observed that teachers are also given pressure on their teaching due to the 
public examination. Three Liberal Studies teachers all agreed that the public examination affect 
their teaching methods or materials they selected to use.  
 
The study reflected that the result of the public examination is important to the participants, and 
their learning are affected by the public examination, they do hope that examination will not drive 
teaching and learning in the future, but they hope that their teacher can help them the knowledge 
related to their real life, such as current affairs, and generic skills.  
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Regarding the aims of Liberal Studies, participants thought that Liberal Studies is more able to 
enhance students’ understanding of themselves, their society, their nation and the human world but 
is less able to help students develop positive values and attitude towards life and nurture and 
improve student’s language and writing skills. Regarding the skill for life-long learning, 
participants thought that Liberal Studies is more able to develop in students a skill of critical 
thinking for life-long learning but is less able to develop in students a skill of creativity and a skill 
of information technology for life-long learning. Regarding the assessment of Liberal Studies, it 
was obvious that majority of the participants possessed negative perception towards the public 
examination. Most of the participants agreed that conducting IES is more effective than taking 
public examination to achieve the aims of Liberal Studies and also to develop the generic skills.  
 
The study showed that, Liberal Studies teachers tend to de-emphasize on teaching examination-
related knowledge or asking students to drill practice papers since they have clearer and deeper 
understanding towards the nature of Liberal Studies.  
 
Regarding the curriculum adoption of the school, this school, which is under the Direct Subsidy 
Scheme of the government, has a clear mission in arts, media and design education; simultaneously 
it also follows the NSS curriculum in school due to the sustainability of the school. It is observed 
that the school is facing a tension between school mission and the dominant view of society. 
Regarding the curriculum design of the school, the school does not tend to design a curriculum that 
equips students with the knowledge and skills that the society is currently demanding. It is obvious 
that the school emphasize more on the needs of students, helping them to develop their talents, 
such as the talent in arts and design. Regarding the role of the Liberal Studies, teachers from this 
school believed that Liberal Studies play an important role in this senior secondary school. As 
mentioned before, the school has a clear mission in arts, media and design education, and the 
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school believes that many creations of the art work come from a lot of issues in the community, 
thus Liberal Studies plays an important role to help student to care and know more about the 
community. 
Cross-curricular approach seems not successfully carried out by the school because not many 
participants believed that Liberal Studies should be able to help students to connect knowledge and 
concepts across different discipline. In reality, not many participants had the opportunity to 
connect knowledge and concepts across different disciplines in their actual learning. Regarding to 
the interrelationship of learning Liberal Studies and other subjects, participants comparatively had 
more experiences in applying the knowledge and concepts that they learnt from Liberal Studies to 
enrich the learning of other subjects in their actual learning. The school is still adopting a radical 
approach of restricting the curriculum; it still cannot separate the curriculum from examination. 
The position of the school still cannot beyond the mainstream system, which can be observed from 
the adoption of the two curriculums in the school. 
Limitations of the Study 
 
As this research is only a small-scale study, it has several limitations. First, the research is only 
carried in one school and the sample size of this study was limited to students who are from Form 
4 to Form 5 and Liberal Studies teacher in that school, therefore not representative of all Hong 
Kong senior secondary students. 
 
Second, it is hard to distribute questionnaires to all the students in the school because Form 6 
students have already finished their study in school. About collecting back the questionnaire, it is 
also hard to receive all distributed questionnaire back from them.  
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Furthermore, the focus group interview only involved three students and three Liberal Studies. 
With such limited sampling, the generalizability to the whole secondary school population was 
low. The result may not reflect the same outcome of another group of students and teachers. More 
importantly, there are individual differences among students and teachers (intelligence, aptitude, 
personality and learning/teaching style), which are not disclosed in this research. Therefore, these 
variables have to be considered carefully before application. 
 
Research Implication 
Based on my experience from this study and the limitations stated above, I would like to offer a 
few implications for further research. Further research studies might be conducted over a longer 
time of period. This allows the researcher to collect more reliable and viable data. 
 
Regarding the sample size, it is suggested to increase it. Questionnaire can also be collected from 
Form 6 students who have finished the HKDSE examination. Other traditional secondary schools 
or post-secondary schools such as vocational training institutes or associate degrees college may 
also provide useful findings on how the public examination has influenced student’s learning and 
teacher’s teaching. Hence, the findings can be richer and have higher generalizability in the Hong 
Kong context. 
 
To provide a more comprehensive picture of the impacts of washback effects on student’s learning 
and teacher’s teaching, further studies might focus on investigating more than one school, to find 
out the differences between two different types of school. Furthermore, further studies might also 
focus on comparing different form of students and teachers towards the impact of public 
examination. 
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Appendix A. Consent Letter for school principal 
 
THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
Faculty of Education 
25 March 2013 
Dear Miss Donna Chan, 
 
Title of Research Project:  
The Impact of public examination on implemented curriculum of New Senior Secondary Liberal 
Studies in Hong Kong 
 
As part of my B.Ed. degree I am required to conduct a small-scale study of my teaching. This will involve 
participant observations, questionnaires and interview during my procedure of data collection. The 
objectives of the study are to understand the impact of public examination on student’s learning, how the 
public examination affect teacher’s teaching and whether learning Liberal Studies can help student to learn 
other subjects or vice versa. Liberal Studies teachers and I would become partners and to understand more 
about the teaching and learning of Liberal Studies in school. Liberal Studies teachers and Liberal Studies 
students are invited to provide information about my research project. There will be Liberal Studies lesson 
observations and I would like to observe the teaching and learning atmosphere in Liberal Studies lesson. 
Questionnaires are distributed to two classes of Liberal Studies (i.e. Form 4 and Form 5 class). 
Questionnaires are mainly focused on asking students the opinions towards learning Liberal Studies and 
having public examination and how Liberal Studies affects their learning of other subjects. After collecting 
students’ questionnaires, interview will be conducted. A small group of Liberal Studies teachers are invited 
to share and discuss their opinions towards teaching Liberal Studies, and they are also invited to share their 
opinions after reviewing the results of the questionnaires. Interview will be audiotape. The duration of the 
small-scale study is around 3 months, from February to May. 
 
According to the University’s policy on the ethical conduct of research, I am writing to ask your 
consent for these procedures. 
 
I will make sure that the information teachers and students provide to me will be treated with the 
utmost confidentiality and anonymity. Teachers and students’ participation is voluntary. They have the right 
not to be included in my analysis, and if I find out that a teacher/student does not wish to be included, I will 
act according to that wish and not include the teacher/student. They can also choose to withdraw from the 
study at any time without negative consequences. I would audiotape the participants during the procedure of 
data collection, participants have the right to review and erase the tapes. Furthermore, Liberal Studies 
teachers are given rights to review and amend the questionnaire. The information collected will only be 
used for the dissertation The data (including audiotapes and field notes) will be stored in my personal 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) and personal computer, and will be destroyed or returned to the school after the 
dissertation grade has been approved. 
 
If you agree to these procedures, please sign one copy of this letter and return it to me. If concerns 
arise about this aspect of my work, please feel free to contact me (tel. 9228-6682), or [my supervisor: Dr. 
Ki, Wing Wah] (tel. 2859-2537). If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, please 






Chow Hiu Ying Michelle 
BEd(Liberal Studies) 
Faculty of Education 
The University of Hong Kong 
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Appendix B. Sample of Questionnaire  
 
Declaration statement 
I am pleased to invite you to participate in a research, " The Impact of public examination on 
implemented curriculum of New Senior Secondary Liberal Studies in Hong Kong (探討公開考試對實行香
港新高中通識教育科課程的理念的影響)" by students from Bachelor of Education (Liberal Studies), 
Faculty of Education, The University of Hong Kong. The research and development project aims at 
studying the impact of public examination on student’s learning, how the public examination affect 
teacher’s teaching and whether learning Liberal Studies can help student to learn other subjects or vice 
versa. Your personal information will be anonymous and be kept strictly confidential and used only for 
research purposes. Participation in the study is purely voluntary. Therefore, you may choose to withdraw 
from the study at any time or apply to reclaim the research data. All research data will be protected and 












性別 Gender：  男 Male       女 Female    
年齡 Age：__________            就讀年級 Form：__________ 
香港中學文憑課程－選修科目： 
  視覺藝術       中國歷史       設計與應用科技       綜合科學       音樂      
  資訊及通訊科技       倫理與宗教       中國文學       歷史       體育                
校本課程－創意專業導向課程的選修科目： 
  設計與視覺傳意 (DVC)       環境與空間研習 (ESS)        電影與數碼藝術 (FDA) 
  多媒體表演藝術 (MMPA)   創意聲音與音樂 (CSM) 
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1. 公開考試在香港的教育制度下佔很大的影響力。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
2. 公開考試是一個公平的機制來評核學生的水平。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
3. 公開考試是有利於增加學生的學習動機 。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
4. 公開考試是一個造就社會流動的工具。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
5. 公開考試的制度使學生要求老師教授更多與考試有關的知識。  ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
6. 公開考試的制度主導了學校課堂的教學內容。  ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
7. 公開考試的制度主導了學校老師的教學方法。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
8. 公開考試增加學生在課堂上多學習／操練歷屆的考試題目 。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
9. 公開考試使學生只重視學習的成果而忽略學習的過程。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
10. 公開考試的成績對於我來說是重要的。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
11. 公開考試的成績會影響我的升學。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
12. 公開考試的成績會影響我的工作前途。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
13. 公開考試給予我學習上的負面的壓力。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
14. 公開考試使我對學習失去興趣。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 





















16. 通識教育科應該能夠幫助學生：      
§ 加深對自己、社會、國家及世界的理解 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 對不同的當代議題作多角度思考 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為獨立思考者 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為對社會、國家和世界有認識和負責任的公民 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 培養／改善語文與寫作能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
17. 修讀通識教育科可以幫助我：      
§ 加深對自己、社會、國家及世界的理解 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 對不同的當代議題作多角度思考 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為獨立思考者 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為對社會、國家和世界有認識和負責任的公民 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 培養／改善語文與寫作能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
18. 應考公開考試可以幫助我：      
§ 加深對自己、社會、國家及世界的理解 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 對不同的當代議題作多角度思考 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為獨立思考者 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為對社會、國家和世界有認識和負責任的公民 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
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§ 培養／改善語文與寫作能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
19. 進行獨立專題探究（IES）可以幫助我：      
§ 加深對自己、社會、國家及世界的理解 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 對不同的當代議題作多角度思考 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為獨立思考者 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 成為對社會、國家和世界有認識和負責任的公民 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 培養／改善語文與寫作能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
20. 通識教育科應該能夠幫助學生培養與終身學習有關的能力，包括：      
§ 批判性思考能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 創造力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 解決問題能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 協作與溝通能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 運用資訊科技能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
21. 修讀通識教育科可以幫助我培養與終身學習有關的能力，包括：      
§ 批判性思考能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 創造力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 解決問題能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 協作與溝通能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 運用資訊科技能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
22. 應考公開考試可以幫助我培養與終身學習有關的能力，包括：      
§ 批判性思考能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 創造力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 解決問題能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 協作與溝通能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 運用資訊科技能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
23. 進行獨立專題探究（IES）可以幫助我培養與終身學習有關的能力，包括：      
§ 批判性思考能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 創造力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 解決問題能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 協作與溝通能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 運用資訊科技能力 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
24. 若果通識教育科並不是必修科而是選修科，我仍會選修這一科。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 


















26. 我認為老師教授考試重點才是最重要。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
27. 我認為學會考試技巧比教學內容更重要。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
28. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授有關考試的內容。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
29. 我認為老師的教學較著重與學生操練／討論歷屆的考試題目  。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
30. 我認為老師的教學能幫助我應付考試的需要。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
31. 我認為老師的教學較以單一的方法來教授學生各課題。（例如：較多直接的傳授
而缺少討論 或 較多討論而缺少直接的傳授 ）  ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
32. 我認為老師的教學讓我在學習的過程當中既重視學習成果，又重視學習的過程。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
33. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授課程知識。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
34. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授理論上的知識。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
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35. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授現實生活中會面對的知識。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
36. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授學生個人成長／發展方面的知識。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
37. 我感到學習上有困難。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
38. （如第 37 題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）我修讀通識教育課所面對的困難： 
39. 我感到學習上有負面的壓力。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
40. （如第 39 題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，  請不用回答本題） 
我修讀通識教育課所面對的負面壓力： 
41. 我認為學校在教授通識教育科應較現時更著重教授學生：（可選最多三項） 
  學習尋找知識的過程       考試技巧      課程內容    理論上的知識      與個人興趣有關的知識       
  現實生活中會面對的知識       共通能力（包括：運用資訊科技能力、協作與溝通能力、創造力、解決





















42. 修讀通識教育科與修讀其他學科有不同之處，因為：      
§ 通識教育科會以比較互動、有趣味的教學方法來學習 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 通識教育科修讀的內容較貼近日常生活中所接觸到的議題 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 通識教育科修讀的內容較能發揮我的長處，及為個人發展帶來幫助 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 通識教育科較能使我獲取學習上的成功感 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
§ 通識教育科需要花較多的時間和精力去學習 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
43. 修讀通識教育科時，應該能夠讓學生有機會在學習過程中聯繫在不同學科學到的
知識和概念。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
44. 修讀通識教育科時，讓我有機會在學習過程中聯繫我在不同學科學到的知識和概
念。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
45. 我最喜歡的學科是：______________________________________________________________________ 
46. 我喜歡這學科（第 45 題提及的學科）的原因： 
 
47. 我應該能夠運用從該學科（第45題提及的學科）所獲得的知識，來豐富通識教育
科的學習。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
48. 我有運用從該學科（第45題提及的學科）所獲得的知識，來豐富通識教育科的學
習。 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
（如第 48 題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）   
49. 解釋運用了該學科（第 45 題提及的學科）甚麼的知識來豐富通識教育科的學習： 
我運用了_____________________________________________________________來豐富通識教育科的學習。 
50. 我有運用從通識教育科所獲得的知識，來豐富其他學科的學習。  ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ 
（如第 50 題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）   
51. 我運用到從通識教育科所獲得的知識到___________________________________________________學科 
（如第 50 題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）   
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Appendix C. Materials of focus group interview 
 

















The objectives of the research:  
1. To understand the impact of public examination on student’s learning 
2. To what extent, the public examination affect teacher’s teaching 
3. To investigate whether learning Liberal Studies can help student to learn other subjects or vice 
versa  
 
Questions will be asked/mentored during the interview: 
 
• Review of the result of questionnaire  
o What is the school strategy in implementing the Liberal Studies curriculum?  
§ Do the schools exist primarily to serve the interests of their students, or the broader 
interests of society? To be more specific, should the schools seek above all to 
develop individual talent, or should they give most attention to equipping young 
people with the knowledge and skills that government or the labour market are 
currently demanding?  
§ LS is an examination subject, how do you plan to teach? When you plan how to 
teach LS, at the same time, will you also consider teaching something that is related 
to other subjects? Will you encourage your students to apply what they learnt from 
other subjects to Liberal Studies? 
§ LS is an examination subject LS, does it affect your learning? Is Liberal Studies 
important to you? Does the learning of Liberal Studies help you to learn other 
subjects? Or Do the learning of other subjects help you to learn Liberal Studies?  
o In what ways can the implemented curriculum cope with the demand of public examination 
as well as the other additional goals of the school?  
o According to the results of the questionnaire, what are the opinions of the LS teachers? Do 
they understand what their students needs in learning?  
o What kind of education would best prepare each person for any situation they may 
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1. 公開考試在香港的教育制度下佔很大的影響力。 4.2712 1.0959 
2. 公開考試是⼀一個公平的機制來評核學生的水平。 2.3220 0.9727 
3. 公開考試是有利於增加學生的學習動機 。 2.2203 1.0182 
4. 公開考試是⼀一個造就社會流動的工具。 2.4068 0.9490 
5. 公開考試的制度使學生要求老師教授更多與考試有關的知識。  3.1864 1.3061 
6. 公開考試的制度主導了學校課堂的教學內容。  4.0000 1.0986 
7. 公開考試的制度主導了學校老師的教學方法。 3.6610 1.1687 
8. 公開考試增加學生在課堂上多學習／操練歷屆的考試題目 。 3.5593 1.2073 
9. 公開考試使學生只重視學習的成果而忽略學習的過程。 4.4407 0.9518 
10. 公開考試的成績對於我來說是重要的。 3.3559 1.3867 
11. 公開考試的成績會影響我的升學。 4.0847 1.0874 
12. 公開考試的成績會影響我的工作前途。 3.8475 1.2569 
13. 公開考試給予我學習上的負面的壓力。 4.3051 1.0044 
14. 公開考試使我對學習失去興趣。 4.0000 1.1295 
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16. 通識教育科應該能夠幫助學生：   
§ 加深對自己、社會、國家及世界的理解 3.8475 0.8472 
§ 對不同的當代議題作多角度思考 3.7966 0.9787 
§ 成為獨立思考者 3.4746 1.1350 
§ 成為對社會、國家和世界有認識和負責任的公民 3.5085 1.1503 
§ 培養／改善語文與寫作能力 3.3051 1.0708 
17. 修讀通識教育科可以幫助我：   
§ 加深對自己、社會、國家及世界的理解 3.5763 0.9685 
§ 對不同的當代議題作多角度思考 3.4915 0.9536 
§ 成為獨立思考者 3.1695 1.0852 
§ 成為對社會、國家和世界有認識和負責任的公民 3.3051 0.9145 
§ 培養／改善語文與寫作能力 2.9322 1.0806 
18. 應考公開考試可以幫助我：   
§ 加深對自己、社會、國家及世界的理解 2.2881 1.1150 
§ 對不同的當代議題作多角度思考 2.3390 1.0925 
§ 成為獨立思考者 2.2373 1.0560 
§ 成為對社會、國家和世界有認識和負責任的公民 2.2203 1.0516 
§ 培養／改善語文與寫作能力 2.4915 1.1799 
19. 進行獨立專題探究（IES）可以幫助我：   




















20. 通識教育科應該能夠幫助學生培養與終身學習有關的能力，包括：   
§ 批判性思考能力 3.6102 0.9652 
§ 創造力 3.1186 1.0015 
§ 解決問題能力 3.3898 0.8713 
§ 協作與溝通能力 3.3559 0.9607 
§ 運用資訊科技能力 3.1525 1.0957 
21. 修讀通識教育科可以幫助我培養與終身學習有關的能力，包括：   
§ 批判性思考能力 3.3559 0.9959 
§ 創造力 2.7797 1.0678 
§ 解決問題能力 3.2373 0.9885 
§ 協作與溝通能力 3.2203 0.9481 
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§ 運用資訊科技能力 2.9831 1.0421 
22. 應考公開考試可以幫助我培養與終身學習有關的能力，包括：   
§ 批判性思考能力 2.5593 1.2632 
§ 創造力 2.2881 1.1150 
§ 解決問題能力 2.5763 1.2622 
§ 協作與溝通能力 2.4915 1.1352 
§ 運用資訊科技能力 2.3390 1.2122 
23. 進行獨立專題探究（IES）可以幫助我培養與終身學習有關的能力，包
括：   




















24. 若果通識教育科並不是必修科而是選修科，我仍會選修這⼀一科。 2.4746 1.2643 
25. （如第 24題的答案是不同意／非常不同意， 請不用回答本題） 
我選修通識教育科的原因： 
7 因為通識科不用死讀書及讀死書，及將來也必定用得著學到的東西 








































26. 我認為老師教授考試重點才是最重要。 3.2881 1.2464 
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27. 我認為學會考試技巧比教學內容更重要。 3.2034 1.3233 
28. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授有關考試的內容。 3.2373 0.9161 
29. 我認為老師的教學較著重與學生操練／討論歷屆的考試題目  。 3.1356 0.9552 
30. 我認為老師的教學能幫助我應付考試的需要。 3.4746 0.8581 
31. 我認為老師的教學較以單⼀一的方法來教授學生各課題。（例如：較多
直接的傳授而缺少討論 或 較多討論而缺少直接的傳授 ）  3.0000 0.9649 
32. 我認為老師的教學讓我在學習的過程當中既重視學習成果，又重視學
習的過程。 3.4237 0.8551 
33. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授課程知識。 3.4068 0.7683 
34. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授理論上的知識。 3.4407 0.7717 
35. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授現實生活中會面對的知識。 3.3051 0.9515 
36. 我認為老師的教學較著重教授學生個人成長／發展方面的知識。 3.3051 1.0044 
37. 我感到學習上有困難。 3.0678 1.1576 
38. （如第 37題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）  
我修讀通識教育課所面對的困難： 
 
2 書寫 27 對時事⼀一知半解 
4 答題及時間運用 28 唔識 
5 對答題標準未有明確指引 32 無聊 
7 
不知該著重技巧（如正反論證）或是自
己的意見，因為分差會很大 37 空泛 
8 不知道答案 39 難寫、沒有太大用處 
9 LS比較難明白 40 難寫、沒有太大用處 
18 怕會答不到重點 41 難寫、將來無需要寫這些東西 
19 考試作答技巧 43 想不通 
20 無聊 45 題目太多 
21 沒有太大用處 54 太廣泛 
26 答案太流動 57 內容涉獵範圍廣，無從入手 
 
39. 我感到學習上有負面的壓力。 3.3898 1.1298 
40. （如第 39 題的答案是不同意／非常不同意， 請不用回答本題） 
我修讀通識教育課所面對的負面壓力： 
 
1 就是壓力（不能解釋） 23 讓我有被玩弄的感覺，我學習的在生活層
面不能應用，為考而學 
4 怕不及格 26 學習重點多，要作多方面思考 
5 成績不穩定，未能確保自己對通識科的認識 28 唔知佢想我點答 
7 怕會不及格 39 用唔正常既角色諗野 
8 考試 40 用唔正常既角色諗野 
9 努力也記不到及沒有特定的答案 41 用唔正常既角色諗野 
13 表達能力不好 54 功課量大，多文字 
14 要考試 55 對於公開考試之試題及答題趨向感到疑惑 
18 公開考試 57 排山倒海而至的試題練習令我不想學習 
20 無聊   
21 題目面向唔夠大，有既都無興趣   
 
41. 我認為學校在教授通識教育科應較現時更著重教授學生：（可選最多三項） 
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1. 學習尋找知識的過程      15 
2. 考試技巧     20 
3. 課程內容 14 
4. 理論上的知識     18 
5. 與個人興趣有關的知識       24 
6. 現實生活中會面對的知識      37 

































42. 修讀通識教育科與修讀其他學科有不同之處，因為：   
§ 通識教育科會以比較互動、有趣味的教學方法來學習 3.2881 1.0180 
§ 通識教育科修讀的內容較貼近日常生活中所接觸到的議題 3.6780 0.8797 
§ 通識教育科修讀的內容較能發揮我的長處，及為個人發展帶來幫助 3.0508 0.9363 
§ 通識教育科較能使我獲取學習上的成功感 2.9153 1.0220 
§ 通識教育科需要花較多的時間和精力去學習 3.4915 1.0566 
43. 修讀通識教育科時，應該能夠讓學生有機會在學習過程中聯繫在不同
學科學到的知識和概念。 3.2203 0.9297 
44. 修讀通識教育科時，讓我有機會在學習過程中聯繫我在不同學科學到
的知識和概念。 2.9322 1.0316 
45. 我最喜歡的學科是： 
46. 我喜歡這學科（第 45題提及的學科）的原因： 
47. 我應該能夠運用從該學科（第45題提及的學科）所獲得的知識，來豐
富通識教育科的學習。 3.1695 1.0197 
48. 我有運用從該學科（第45題提及的學科）所獲得的知識，來豐富通識
教育科的學習。 2.6441 0.9959 
（如第 48題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）  
49. 解釋運用了該學科（第 45題提及的學科）甚麼的知識來豐富通識教育科的學習： 
我運用了_________________________________________________來豐富通識教育科的學習。 
50. 我有運用從通識教育科所獲得的知識，來豐富其他學科的學習。  2.7288 1.0959 
（如第 50題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）  
51. 我運用到從通識教育科所獲得的知識到___________________學科 
（如第 50題的答案是不同意／非常不同意，請不用回答本題）  
52. 解釋運用了通識教育科甚麼的知識來豐富該學科（第 61題提及的學科）的學習： 
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1 VA love drawing n n n 
2 n n n n n 
3 倫理 能學習學科以外的倫理，做人道理 n n n 
4 VA 好有成功感，很多興趣 n n n 
5 設計 有創造的空間，並需要邏輯 n y y 
6 通識 有趣 n n n 
7 MUSIC 有成功感，不會因為公開考
試而有失敗感 n n n 
8 PE n n n n 
9 VA, ENG CREATIVE, IMPROVE MYSELF n n n 
10 ENG，DAT
，LS 
ENG: 專長 DAT: 興趣  LS: 
對時事有所研究 n eng n 
11 VA 喜歡畫畫 n n n 
12 倫理與宗教 思考、好多新奇問題 n n n 
13 VA 我喜歡 n n n 
14 VA 發揮創造力、尋找自我 n n n 










n econ 全球化中的 GDP等需要運用其數
據與 econ的廠商供應需求 
18 設計與應用科
技 有概念有條理 n 設計與應用科技 思考方式 
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19 倫理 可反思人生和生活 n n n 
20 科學 有趣 n n n 
21 n n n n n 
22 MUSIC I LOVE IT n n n 
23 倫理與宗教 n n n n 
24 倫理 可思考 n n n 
25 VA 輕鬆，喜歡畫畫 n n n 
26 VA 好玩 n n n 
27 PE 運動之餘可以學懂 sport的知
識 思考 n 判斷力和解題能力 
28 倫理，VA 有興趣 n n n 
29 VA 有興趣 n n n 
30 n n n n n 
31 DAT 理論與技巧應用並重 中文寫作技巧 中文／ENG 常識 
32 ART 有興趣 n n n 
33 MMPA move n n n 
34 n n n n n 
35 VA, MMPA 有興趣 n 中文，VA 時事 
36 LS 有趣 所有知識 所有 n 
37 ART 有思考空間 n n n 
38 n n n n n 
39 DAT 多野玩 n n n 
40 DAT n n n n 
41 DAT n n n n 
42 中國文學 因為能夠認識自己的民族 文化問題，歷史問題 n n 
43 n n n n n 
44 n n n n n 
45 VA n n n n 
46 n n n n n 
47 VA love drawing n 很多科目（倫理、中文等） 很多 
48 VA 我對藝術有⼀一種追求 n n n 
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49 n n n n n 
50 設計 設計能讓我發揮創意 n n n 
51 體育 與自己的興趣有莫大關係 n n n 
52 視藝 個人喜好 n 中文 n 
53 通識 接近日常生活 n n n 
54 設計與應用科











56 VA 因為我中意 n n n 
57 ENG 對生活有用 字詞，寫作手法等 中文 n 
58 VA 自由，做自己中意做的事 n n n 
59 Art 因為我中意 n n n 
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Appendix E. Focus Group Interview Transcription 
 
Title of Project: 
The Impact of public examination on implemented curriculum of  
New Senior Secondary Liberal Studies in Hong Kong 
 
Focus Group interview Transcription 
 
This interview was held at the school on April 26, 2013. There were 6 interviewees, including three 
Liberal Studies teachers, T1, T2 & T3 and three students, one Form 4 student –S1 and two Form 6 
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T1 & T2 一定會。 
T1 因為你會見到這幾年考試，問問題的框架都是會就著一件事，用了不同的資料
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S3 我認為 IES 是比公開考試好的。就好像剛剛阿銘所講，沒有可能以幾個小時去
定一個學生的生死。你想得快與你想得慢，並非等於你能不能想到。 










高。因為 IES 就是一個最好的 PROJECT 讓學生理解得到何謂分析能力，學生
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如何去找數據，分析數據，是一個最好的模式去分析數據。但老實說不是
IES…不是…不是 IES…是 SBA 令到學生有很大的壓力。就以這間學校為例，
四個必修科和兩個選修科，之前的學校更是讀三個選修科，其實時間真的是不
充足的。在課堂上的時間已經算是很趕，如果要做 SBA（IES）其實是更加
趕。根本就沒有時間去溫書，就以我本身為例子，要讀 VA 和 DAT，如果這兩
科要做一個大的 project 在公開考試中取分數，但我需要花很多時間於 VA 和
DAT內，使我在主科上少時間溫書。 
Researcher 其實這間學校要行兩個 curriculum…其實這間學校是最主要培養一些 art 方面的
人，為何當初會同時行 DSE的課程？ 
T1 









其實我們開校以來已經有通識科，之前學校都堅持會開 as level的 LS同 cert的













如我們的 MMPA 及 FDA，社會的貧窮懸殊，民粹主義的心態基本上可以從我













S2 & S3 對。 
訪問中的氣氛： 大笑 
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的 IES，現在有很多人就是很麻木地完成 IES 就是為了符合通識…是教統局要
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S1 即是數據分析，用 powerpoint 
Researcher 資訊科技…. 
T2 即是 I.T…. 






T1 Wiki…可能我們都真是教得太少。他們在 wiki抄出來的資料後， 
T2 是不會改字體… 
T1 還會有條線（在文字下） 
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S1 其實今年通識都有 90％合格率。其實…基本上都不是一個問題。 
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Appendix F : Further Phone Interview Transciptions 
 
Title of Project 
The Impact of public examination on implemented curriculum of  
New Senior Secondary Liberal Studies in Hong Kong 
 
Further Phone Interview Transcriptions 
 
In order to collect more information from the teacher’s perspectives towards the interrelationships 
between teaching Liberal Studies and other subjects, the researcher has conducted a phone interview 
with Liberal Studies teacher. This phone interview was held on May 3, 2013. There was 1 interviewee 



























會做 ARTWORK。但當(他們)回去做 TOPIC IES 的時候，他們會運用這些研究
去繼續他們所設定的議題，例如他們真的會“落區”去做問卷或訪問。再尋找多
些理論去完成他們的 IES…都會這樣的。我們都會建議他們這樣做的，因為這
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Appendix G : Further Email Interview  
 
Title of Project 
The Impact of public examination on implemented curriculum of  
New Senior Secondary Liberal Studies in Hong Kong 
 
Further Phone Interview Transcriptions 
 
In order to collect more information from the teacher’s perspectives towards the interrelationships 
between teaching Liberal Studies and other subjects, the researcher has conducted an email interview 
with Liberal Studies teacher. This email interview was received on May 12, 2013. There was 1 
interviewee who is a Liberal Studies teacher – T1. 
 


















4. From the observation on my survey and interview, I found that the teachers see the possibility of 
that   
    what learnt in LS can be useful in other subjects, but the students do not, then there are the 
questions: 
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5.    From the observation on my interview, teachers are facing a group of quite diverse students and 
many of them may not be highly motivated on academic work? 





b.     To what extent the LS curriculum over the 3 years has been planned to address these 
characteristics of the students? 
有。通識科的課程其實只是一個大框架，課程也鼓勵老師多作課堂的活動，多作實地考
察，也不贊成使用教科書。我想現在的問題是學校和老師都沒太多的經驗處理通識教育
科，因而在分配班別，課堂教學上都較傳統，未能有效運用不同的教學模式處理問題，相
信不是課程本身的問題。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
